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While galaxies formed stars most actively around z = 2, or ∼3 Gyr after the

Big Bang, when the universal star formation density in the universe peaked. By

this time a population of massive galaxies had already formed 1011 - 1012 M� of

stars and some had their star-formation shut off in a process known as quench-

ing. Understanding how these massive galaxies build up their stellar mass and

then quench so early in the universe is a fundamental observational test of galaxy

evolution.

If not obscured by dust, massive galaxies are very bright, and can be observed

in the optical and infrared (IR) to probe their redshifted ultraviolet (UV) and opti-

cal emission, respectively. The UV emission is produced by newly formed O and

B type stars within 100 Myrs of forming, while the rest-frame optical light is pro-

duced by stars of all type and traces the stellar mass in the galaxy. By measuring

the UV and optical output of galaxies, astronomers can derive star-formation rates

and stellar masses. Measuring these properties for large samples of galaxies across
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a wide dynamic range provides benchmarks for simulations of galaxy formation

and evolution physics.

The work in this dissertation focuses on completing a wide field imaging sur-

vey of galaxies with high UV star-formation rates and high stellar masses at high

redshift to perform the most statistically robust census to date. In Chapter 1 we

motivate measuring the UV output and the quiescent fraction of high-redshift

galaxies. To measure the UV output of massive star-forming galaxies at high red-

shift we utilize an extensive multi-wavelength dataset assembled in the Spitzer

HETDEX Exploratory Large Area Survey (SHELA) Field. The data set includes five

bands of deep optical imaging from the Dark Energy Camera (DECam), deep 3.6

micron and 4.5 micron imaging for Spitzer, and J and Ks imaging for the VISTA-

CFHT Stripe 82 (VICS82) Near-infrared Survey. Our extensive dataset compiled

from both ground and space-based observatories is uniquely capable of studying

the most actively star-forming galaxies which are often very massive galaxies re-

siding in the rarest high-sigma density peaks of the cosmic web. In Chapter 2 we

study the bright end of the z = 4 galaxy UV luminosity distribution or luminosity

function by fitting the spectral energy distributions (SEDs) of the galaxies in our

photometric data with Stellar Population Synthesis (SPS) models to measure the

galaxies’ redshifts and UV luminosity. In addition to measuring the bright end of

the galaxy luminosity function, we had the unanticipated result of measuring the

faint end of the z = 4 active galactic nuclei (AGN) UV luminosity function, which

has implications on the contribution of AGNs during the end of the reionization

era. We compare our observed galaxy luminosity function to luminosity functions

predicted by semi-analytical models (SAMs) with different prescriptions for star

formation physics, such as the density of neutral hydrogen. We find our obser-
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vations are consistent with predictions that galaxies at z = 3 − 4 form stars more

efficiently than at lower redshifts due to shorter neutral hydrogen depletion times.

In Chapter 3, we measure the fraction of massive (M∗ > 1011 M�) galaxies at

z = 3 − 5 in the largest volume to date. To do this we produce a Ks-selected cat-

alog by combining deep Ks-band imaging from the NEWFIRM HETDEX survey

(NHS), which we obtain, reduce, and catalog. We select quiescent galaxies by per-

forming SED-fitting with SPS models to measure their redshifts, SFRs, and stellar

masses. We define quiescent galaxies as having a specific SFR (sSFR; sSFR = SFR /

stellar mass) < 10−11 yr−1. We measure a quiescent fraction of 10±4% among these

massive galaxies with reduced errors due to cosmic variance and Poisson noise,

which is consistent with the next largest sample of this galaxy population. We find

that while the population of massive galaxies at z = 3 − 5 is dominated by star-

forming galaxies, a significant fraction have quenched, which suggests there exists

a population of massive galaxies at even higher redshifts that have rapidly formed

their stars and quenched in less than ∼1.5 Gyr since the Big Bang. In Chapter 4 we

present the outlook for studying the formation and evolution of massive quiescent

galaxies in the early universe using current and future observatories.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Astronomers know that the star-formation rates of galaxies in the local uni-

verse vary along the Hubble Sequence–from very low in the most massive, ellipti-

cal galaxies to very high in less massive, disk-like galaxies (e.g., Blanton & Mous-

takas, 2009, Papovich et al., 2005). However, theory predicts that massive galaxies

should be disky and star-forming in the absence of feedback (e.g., Springel et al.,

2005, Dubois et al., 2013). Massive quiescent galaxies were once suggested to have

formed in a monolithic collapse of large primordial gaseous halos (Eggen et al.,

1962), but that idea has lost favor, replaced with the notion that massive quiescent

galaxies evolve from smaller star-forming galaxies (Marchesini et al., 2009). Cen-

tral questions of galaxy evolution include how and when do smaller star-forming

galaxies grow their stellar mass and become quenched and spheroid-dominated?

And, what physical processes transform disks into quenched spheroids?

To date one limitation in our understanding of the main processes driving

quenching in massive galaxies is the disagreement of models due to the inherent

difficulties in modeling galaxy evolution in a cosmological context (e.g., Somerville

& Davé, 2015). Semi-analytic models (SAMs) and numerical hydrodynamic sim-

ulations invoke a number of possible quenching mechanisms including mergers

(Martig et al., 2009), violent disk instabilities (Dekel & Burkert, 2014), internal feed-

back from stars or blackholes (Di Matteo et al., 2005), and environmental feedback

like tidal stripping or harassment (Font et al., 2008). The effects of these mecha-

nisms can be distinguished by performing a robust observational census of mas-
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sive galaxies and investigating how they relate to internal and external properties

from the simulations (e.g. stellar mass and halo mass). In this work we utilize a de-

tailed analysis of star-formation properties in the most ultraviolet (UV) luminous

galaxies, and provide the most robust observational constraints on the abundances

of quiescent galaxies at high redshift to benchmark theoretical simulations. We

seek to determine the contributions of various feedback mechanisms in the build-

up of stellar mass and quenching of the UV-brightest and most massive galaxies at

high redshift.

In Chapter 2 we investigate the most ultraviolet (UV) luminous galaxies by

measuring the UV LF. The rest-frame UV LF is a fundamental tracer of galaxy for-

mation and evolution as it probes recent star formation. The bright-end of the

galaxy LF typically shows an exponential decline far steeper than that of the un-

derlying halo mass function (e.g., Finkelstein, 2016). This is typically attributed

to negative feedback from past AGN activity (Silk & Rees, 1998) as well as dust

attenuation. Constraining the abundance of bright galaxies at earlier times (z > 3)

can provide a key insight into the mechanisms regulating star formation in galax-

ies. The most recent attempt at measuring the abundance of massive star-forming

galaxies at z ∼ 3 comes from Bian et al. (2013), who selected ∼14,000 galaxies over

the 8.8 deg2 NOAO Deep Wide Field Survey Bootes field via the Lyman break tech-

nique, finding galaxies as bright as MUV =−24.5. However, this study was limited

by the inability to identify contaminating quasars and thus subtracted the z = 3

quasar LF from their galaxy LF, which can be problematic when the numbers of

galaxies and quasars is small. The largest sample of star-forming galaxies at z =

4 comes from van der Burg et al. (2010), who used optical imaging over 4 deg2 to

find galaxies as bright as MUV =-22.5. This study had the perplexing result of find-
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ing similar or smaller space densities of bright galaxies than those from the Hubble

Space Telescope (HST) studies despite surveying much larger volumes.

In Chapter 3 we present our investigation of the quiescent fraction of the most

massive galaxies at z > 3. At z ∼2, quiescent galaxies make up ∼50% of the mas-

sive (M∗ > 1011 M�) galaxies. These massive galaxies must have formed at early

times, so to understand their formation we must move to z > 2 (e.g., Kriek et al.,

2006). van Dokkum et al. (2008) studied the morphologies of z ∼ 2 spheroid-like

galaxies and found they had effective radii ∼5x less than equally massive z = 0

galaxies. This result suggests present-day ellipticals needed significant size evolu-

tion from z = 2. Instead of forming in a monolithic collapse, they likely formed via

dissipative star formation processes earlier, then grew their size at later times via

multiple minor mergers (e.g., Daddi et al., 2005).

The frontier of the search for the earliest massive galaxies is now at z > 3.

A number of surveys over the past few years have used a combination of opti-

cal, near-infrared and mid-infrared imaging to perform a more complete census of

massive galaxies at z > 3. Small-field surveys (e.g. CANDELS and ZFOURGE)

find only ∼10 massive log(M/M�) > 11 galaxies with ∼ 50% being quiescent. The

only relatively wide-field search at z > 3 comes from Muzzin et al. (2013) and the

1.65 deg2 UltraVISTA Survey (McCracken et al., 2012) which found a much lower

quiescent fraction of 16%. These studies show disagreement in the quiescent frac-

tion at z > 3 partly due to their small volumes and large cosmic variance (CV)

uncertainty. Furthermore, all observational studies at z > 3 have caused tension

with theoretical models, which predict essentially zero massive quiescent galax-

ies at z > 3. We provide a robust census of massive galaxies at z = 3 − 5 with
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minimal counting uncertainties and uncertainties due to CV, furthering progress

in understanding the onset of the first quenched galaxies.

In Chapter 4 we present the outlook for the study of the formation and evolu-

tion of massive quiescent galaxies in the early universe. We focus on observational

follow-up that is current possible with existing telescope facilities (e.g. Hobby

Eberly Telescope, Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array) and will be

soon possible with next generation telescopes (e.g. James Webb Space Telescope,

Giant Magellan Telescope).
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Chapter 2

Bridging Star-Forming Galaxy and AGN Ultraviolet Luminosity

Functions at z = 4 with the SHELA Wide-Field Survey1

2.1 Introduction

Explaining how galaxies grow and evolve over cosmic time is one of the main

goals of extragalactic astronomy. With the number of massive galaxies increasing

from z ∼ 4 − 2 (Marchesini et al., 2009, Muzzin et al., 2013) and the positive re-

lation between stellar mass and star formation rate, by studying the properties of

galaxies with the highest star formation rates at z ∼ 4 we can glean how the most

massive galaxies built up their stellar mass. The use of multi-wavelength photom-

etry and the Lyman break technique has revolutionized the study of galaxies in

the z > 2 universe (e.g., Steidel et al., 1996). These tools are currently the most

efficient for selecting large samples of high-redshift star-forming galaxies for ex-

tensive study. A power tool for understanding the distribution of star-formation

at high redshifts is the rest-frame UV luminosity function. This probes recent un-

obscured star-formation directly over the last 100 Myr and is, therefore, a funda-

mental tracer of galaxy evolution (See Kennicutt & Evans 2012).

The shape of the star-forming galaxy UV luminosity function at z = 4 has

been difficult to pin down at the bright end. The characteristic luminosity of the

Schechter function, which is often used to describe the luminosity function in field

1The work presented in this chapter has been published as Stevans, Matthew; Finkelstein,
Steven L., et al. 2018, ApJ, 863, 63S. The author of this dissertation completed all of the data reduc-
tion and processing of the optical imaging and all of the analysis except running the semi-analytical
modeling.
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environments, ranges over a few orders of magnitude (e.g., Steidel et al., 1999,

Finkelstein et al., 2015, Viironen et al., 2017), and there is growing evidence of

an excess of galaxies over the exponentially declining bright end of the Schechter

function (e.g., van der Burg et al., 2010, Ono et al., 2018). The uncertainty at the

bright end is due in part to cosmic variance and the small area of past surveys

which miss the brightest galaxies with the lowest surface density. The largest z ∼ 4

spectroscopically observed sample used in a published luminosity function is from

the VIMOS VLT Deep Survey (VVDS, Le Fèvre et al. 2013) consisting of 129 spec-

tra from ∼ 1 deg2 (Cucciati et al., 2012). This small sample size limits the analysis

of how galaxy growth properties (e.g., star-formation rate (SFR)) depend on prop-

erties like stellar mass and environment, especially at the bright-end. The large

cost of spectroscopically surveying faint sources leaves the most efficient method

of using multi-wavelength photometry as the best way to collect larger samples of

star-forming galaxies. For example, a few thousand z = 4 galaxies were detected

in the four 1 deg2 fields of the CFHT Survey (van der Burg et al., 2010).

Another challenge in measuring the bright end of the UV luminosity func-

tion is the existence of AGNs and their photometric similarities with UV-bright

galaxies. The spectral energy distributions (SEDs) of AGN-dominated galaxies are

characterized by a power-law continuum and highly ionized emission lines in the

rest-frame UV (e.g., Stevans et al., 2014), and like high-z UV-bright galaxies the

observed SEDs of high-z AGNs exhibit a Lyman break feature due to absorption

from intervening neutral hydrogen in the IGM. Thus, any UV-bright galaxy se-

lection technique relying on the Lyman break will also select AGNs. Some have

attempted to use a morphological cut to break the color degeneracy of UV-bright

galaxies and AGNs by assuming the former will appear extended and the latter
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will be strictly point sources. However, this method is less reliable near the pho-

tometric limit especially in ground-based imaging with poor seeing. For example,

recent work by Akiyama et al. (2018) has shown such a morphological selection

can select a sample of point sources with only 40% completeness and 30% contam-

ination at i = 24 mag in photometry with median seeing conditions of 0.′′7 and 5-σ

depths of i = 26.4 mags.

The shape of the AGN luminosity function is of interest as well, as a steep faint

end can result in a non-negligible contribution of ionizing photons from AGNs

to the total ionizing budget. Current uncertainties in the literature at z ≥ 4 are

large (Glikman et al. 2011, Masters et al. 2012, Giallongo et al. 2015), thus AGNs

have received renewed interest in the literature with regards to reionization (e.g.,

Madau & Haardt, 2015, McGreer et al., 2017).

Studying both AGN-dominated and star-formation-dominated UV-emitting

galaxies simultaneously is possible given a large enough volume. The Hyper

Suprime-Cam (HSC) Subaru strategic program (SSP) has detected large numbers

of both types of objects at z = 4 using their optical-only data. However, Akiyama

et al. (2018) opt to use their excellent ground-based resolution (0.6′′; 4.27 kpc at

z = 4) to remove extended sources and focus on the AGN population separately.

Ono et al. (2018) selects z ∼ 4 galaxies (and AGNs) as g′-band dropouts in the

HSC SSP using strict color cuts including the requirement that sources are not

significantly detected (σ < 2) in the g′ band. This g′ band could remove UV-bright

AGNs and could explain why Ono et al. (2018) find less sources at M < −24 mag

than Akiyama et al. (2018) (see Figure 7 in Ono et al. 2018).

Here, we make use of the 24 deg2 Spitzer-HETDEX Exploratory Large Area

(SHELA) survey dataset to probe both AGN-dominated and star-formation-
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dominated UV-emitting galaxies over a large area. The SHELA dataset includes

deep (22.6 AB mag, 50% complete) 3.6 µm and 4.5 µm imaging from Spitzer/IRAC

(Papovich et al., 2016) and u′g′r′i′z′ imaging from the Dark Energy Camera over 18

deg2 (DECam; Wold et al. , in prep). Because SHELA falls within SDSS Stripe-82

there exists a large library of ancillary data, which we take advantage of by

including in our analysis the VISTA J and Ks photometry from the VICS82 survey

(Geach et al., 2017) to help rule out low-z interloping galaxies. In addition, there is

deep X-ray imaging in this field from the Stripe-82X survey (LaMassa et al., 2016),

which could be used to identify bright AGNs.

We select objects at z > 4 based on photometric criteria. Our sample includes,

therefore, both galaxies whose light is powered by star-formation and AGN activ-

ity. As the bulk of AGNs at z ∼ 4 are too faint to detect in the existing X-ray data,

we include all z = 4 candidate galaxies, regardless of powering source, in our sam-

ple and use our large dynamic range in luminosity – combined with very bright

AGNs from SDSS (Richards et al. 2006, Akiyama et al. 2018) and very faint galaxies

from the deeper, narrower Hubble Space Telescope surveys (Finkelstein et al. 2015)

– to fit the luminosity functions of both populations simultaneously. Importantly,

our sample is selected using both optical and Spitzer mid-infrared data, which re-

sults in an improved contamination rate over optical data alone.

This paper is organized as follows. The SHELA field dataset used in this paper

is summarized in Section 2.2.1. The DECam reduction are discussed in Sections

2.2.2–2.2.4 and the IRAC data reduction and photometry in Section 3.5.1. Sam-

ple selection and contamination are discussed in Section 2.3. Our UV luminosity

function is presented in Section 2.4. The implications of our results are discussed

in Section 2.5. We summarize our work and discuss future work in Section ??.
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Throughout this paper we assume a Planck 2013 cosmology, with H0 = 67.8 km

s−1 Mpc−1, ΩM = 0.307 and ΩΛ = 0.693 (Planck Collaboration et al., 2014). All

magnitudes given are in the AB system (Oke & Gunn, 1983).

2.2 Data Reduction and Photometry

In this section, we describe our dataset, image reduction, and source extraction

procedures. The procedures applied to DECam imaging are largely similar to those

used with these data in Wold et al. (2019), thus we direct the reader there for more

detailed information.

2.2.1 Overview of Dataset

In this study, we use imaging in nine photometric bands spanning the optical to

mid-IR in the SHELA Field. The SHELA Field is centered at R.A. = 1h22m00s, decli-

nation = +0o00′00′′ (J2000) and extends approximately ±6.5o in R.A. and ±1.25o in

declination. The optical bands consist of u′, g′, r′, i′, and z′ from the Dark Energy

Camera (DECam) and covers ∼17.8 deg2 of the SHELA footprint (Wold et al. in

prep). The field was observed with six pointings with DECam (center coordinates

of pointings are listed in Table 2.2). The mid-IR bands include the 3.6 µm and 4.5

µm from the Infrared Array Camera (IRAC) aboard the Spitzer Space Telescope and

covers 24 deg2 (Papovich et al., 2016). In addition, we include near-IR photometry

in J and Ks from the February 2017 version of the VISTA-CFHT Stripe 82 Near-

infrared Survey2 (VICS82; Geach et al. 2017), which covers ∼85% of the optical

imaging footprint and has 5-σ depths of J = 21.3 mag and Ks = 20.9 mag. Figure

2http://stri-cluster.herts.ac.uk/vics82/
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2.1 shows the filter transmission curves for the nine photometric bands used over-

plotted with model high-z galaxy spectra illustrating the wavelength coverage of

our dataset.

Table 2.1: DECam Imaging
Field Coordinates

Sub-Field R.A. Dec.

ID No. (J2000) (J2000)

SHELA-1 1h00m52.8s -0o00′36′′

SHELA-2 1h07m02.4s -0o00′36′′

SHELA-3 1h13m12.0s -0o00′36′′

SHELA-4 1h19m21.6s -0o00′36′′

SHELA-5 1h25m31.2s -0og00′36′′

SHELA-6 1h31m40.8s -0o00′36′′

2.2.2 DECam Data Reduction and Photometric Calibration

The DECam images were processed by the NOAO Community Pipeline (CP). A

detailed description of the Community Pipeline reduction procedure can be found

in the DECam Data Handbook on the NOAO website3, however, we provide a

brief summary of the procedure here. First, the DECam images were calibrated

using calibration exposures from the observing run. The main calibration steps

included an electronic bias calibration, saturation masking, bad pixel masking and

3http://ast.noao.edu/data/docs
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Figure 2.1: The filter transmission curves for the nine photometric bands used in
this study (curves are labelled in the figure) and two model star-forming galaxy
spectra with redshifts z = 3.5 and z = 4.5, respectively (black). The model spectra
have units of Jy and are arbitrarily scaled. The z = 3.5 galaxy spectrum falls com-
pletely red-ward of the u′ band transmission curve and the z = 4.5 galaxy spectra
has almost zero flux falling in the g′ bandpass.

interpolation, dark count calibration, linearity correction, and flat-field calibration.

Next, the images were astrometrically calibrated with 2MASS reference images.

Finally, the images were remapped to a grid where each pixel is a square with a

side length of 0.27′′. Observations taken on the same night were then co-added.

The CP data products for the SHELA field were downloaded from the NOAO

Science Archive4. The data products include the co-added images, remapped im-

ages, data quality maps (DQMs), exposure time maps (ETMs), and weight maps

(WMs). The co-added images from the CP were not intended for scientific use, so

we opted to co-add the remapped images. We followed the co-adding procedure

of Wold et al. (in prep.), which we summarize here. Using the software package

SWARP (Bertin et al., 2002) the sub-images stored in the FITS files of the remapped

images were stitched together and background subtracted. The remapped images

were combined using a weighted mean procedure optimized for point-sources.

4http://archive.noao.edu/
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The weighting of each image is a function of the seeing, transparency, and sky

brightness and is defined by Equation A3 in Gawiser et al. (2006) as

wPS
i =

(
factori

scalei × rmsi

)2

, (2.1)

where scalei is the image transparency (defined as the median brightness of the

bright unsaturated stars after normalizing the brightness measurement of each star

by its median brightness across all exposures), rmsi is the root mean square of the

fluctuations in background pixels, and factori is defined as

factori = 1− exp

(
− 1.3

FWHM2
stack

FWHM2
i

)
, (2.2)

where FWHMstack is the median FWMH of bright unsaturated stars in an un-

weighted stacked image and FWHMi is the median FWHM of bright unsaturated

stars in each individual exposure.

The seeing and transparency measurements were determined using a prelimi-

nary source catalog generated for each resampled image using the Source Extrac-

tor software package (Bertin & Arnouts, 1996).The seeing in the stacked images are

listed in Table 2.2.
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Table 2.2: DECam Imaging Seeing and Limiting Magnitudes

Band Sub-Field FWHM Depth

ID No. (′′) (mag)

u′ SHELA-1 1.12 25.2

SHELA-2 1.2 25.2

SHELA-3 1.22 25.4

SHELA-4 1.15 25.3

SHELA-5 1.21 25.1

SHELA-6 1.26 25.4

g′ SHELA-1 1.06 24.8

SHELA-2 1.26 24.8

SHELA-3 1.36 25.0

SHELA-4 1.4 24.4

SHELA-5 1.07 24.9

SHELA-6 1.37 24.9

r′ SHELA-1 1.0 24.8

SHELA-2 1.28 24.6

SHELA-3 1.14 24.7

SHELA-4 1.05 24.3

SHELA-5 1.02 24.3

SHELA-6 1.26 24.5

The FWHM values are for the stacked DECam images before PSF matching. The
magnitudes quoted are the 5-σ limits measured in 1.89′′-diameter apertures on the
PSF-matched images (see Section 3.3). 13



Table 2.2 cont.

Band Sub-Field FWHM Depth

ID No. (′′) (mag)

i′ SHELA-1 0.87 24.5

SHELA-2 1.39 23.9

SHELA-3 1.04 24.5

SHELA-4 1.0 22.1

SHELA-5 0.93 23.9

SHELA-6 1.27 24.2

z′ SHELA-1 0.86 23.8

SHELA-2 0.96 23.6

SHELA-3 1.21 23.5

SHELA-4 1.13 23.7

SHELA-5 0.85 23.6

SHELA-6 0.86 23.5

The FWHM values are for the stacked DECam images before PSF matching. The
magnitudes quoted are the 5-σ limits measured in 1.89′′-diameter apertures on the
PSF-matched images (see Section 3.3).

After discovering the original WMs from the Community Pipeline had values

inconsistent with the ETM, we created custom rms maps for the co-added images.

The initial rms per pixel was defined as the inverse of the square-root of the ex-

posure time. The median of the rms map is scaled to the global pixel-to-pixel rms

which is defined as the standard deviation of the fluxes in good-quality, blank sky
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pixels. Good-quality, blank sky pixels are pixels not included in a source according

to our initial Source Extractor catalog (see Section ?? for discussion of our source

extraction procedure), and have an exposure time greater than 0.9 times the me-

dian value.

The DECam imaging data were photometrically calibrated with photometry

from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) data release 11 (DR11; Eisenstein et al.,

2011) using only F0 stars. F0 stars were used because their spectral energy distri-

bution span all five optical filters while appearing in the sky at a sufficiently high

surface density to provide statistically significant numbers in each DECam image.

We began by creating a preliminary source catalog for the stacked DECam images

using Source Extractor and position matching to the SDSS source catalog. Then we

selected F0 stars using SDSS colors by integrating an F0-star model spectrum from

the 1993 Kurucz Stellar Atmospheres Atlas (Kurucz, 1979) with each of the five

optical SDSS filter curves. For sources in the catalog to be identified as an F0 star,

the total color differences, using colors for all adjacent bands, added in quadrature

must have been less than 0.35. We then calculate the expected magnitude offset be-

tween SDSS and DECam filters for F0 stars, which are as follows: u′: 0.33, g′: 0.02,

r′: -0.001, i′: -0.02, and z′: -0.01. The zero-point for each filter was then calculated

as

ZPT = median(mAB
SDSS −mDECam −∆moffset), (2.3)

where ∆moffset is the expected magnitude offset between SDSS and DECam filters

for F0 stars. After the zero-points were applied to each stacked image, the image

pixel values were converted to units of nJy.
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2.2.3 DECam Photometry

Studying galaxy properties relies on accurate measurements of galaxy colors.

One way to obtain accurate colors is to perform fixed-aperture photometry where

you measure source fluxes in every band using the same sized aperture. However,

since the DECam images where taken in varying seeing conditions they have point

spread functions (PSFs) with a range of full width at half maximum (FWHM). To

perform fixed-aperture photometry on these images, the PSFs of all the imaging

covering a single patch of sky must be adjusted to have a similar PSF size. We

divided the DECam imaging into six sub-fields (each defined as roughly one DE-

Cam pointing). For each sub-field, we enlarged the PSFs of the stacked images

to match the PSF of the stacked image with the largest PSF in that sub-field. For

example, in sub-field SHELA-1 we matched the PSFs of the g′, r′, i′, and z′ stacked

images to the PSF of the u′ band. To enlarge the PSFs we adopted the procedure of

Finkelstein et al. (2015) who used the IDL deconv_tool Lucy-Richardson deconvo-

lution routine. This routine takes as inputs two PSFs (the desired larger PSF and

the starting smaller PSF) and the number of iterations to run and outputs a convo-

lution kernel. The input image PSFs were produced by median combining the 100

brightest stars (sources with stellar classifications in SDSS DR11) in each image.

Before combining, the stars were over-sampled by a factor of 10, re-centered, and

then binned by ten to ensure the star centroids aligned. We ran the deconvolu-

tion routine with an increasing number of iterations until the PSF of the convolved

image (again measured from stacking stars) had a flux within a 7-pixel (1.89′′) di-

ameter aperture matched to that of the PSF of the target image to within 5%. The

total fluxes were measured in 30-pixel (8.1′′) diameter circular apertures. In Figure
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Figure 2.2: The results of PSF-matching the DECam images. Each panel shows
the percent difference between the enlarged PSFs and the largest PSF per SHELA
sub-field. The colored lines correspond to the four bands listed in each panel’s
legend. The vertical dashed line denotes 1.89" which is the aperture diameter at
which we compared PSFs during the PSF-matching procedure (see Section 3.3 for
details). The horizontal dashed line was placed to zero to guide the eye. This figure
illustrates that all bands in all sub-fields have PSFs that collect the same fraction of
light as their respective largest PSF to within 5% except for the z′ band in sub-field
3 which matches to about 6%.

2.2 we show the results of PSF-matching in each sub-field by displaying a compar-

ison of the enlarged PSFs to the largest PSF as a percent difference.

Due to variations in intrinsic galaxy colors and variable image depth and sky

coverage, some galaxies will not appear in all bands. To get photometric measure-

ments of all sources in every DECam image we combined the information in the

five optical band images into a single detection image. We followed the procedure

of Szalay et al. (1999) and summed the square of the signal-to-noise ratio in each

band pixel-by-pixel as follows:

Di =

√∑ F 2
band,i

σ2
band,i

, (2.4)
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where Di is the detection image ith pixel value, Fband,i is the ith pixel flux in the

band image, and σband,i is the rms at that ith pixel pulled from the the band rms

image. A weight image associated with this detection image was created where

pixels associated with detection map pixels with data in at least one band have a

value of unity and pixels associated with detection map pixels without data have

a value of zero.

Photometry was measured on the PSF-matched images using the Source Ex-

tractor software (v2.19.5, Bertin & Arnouts, 1996). Catalogs were created for each

of the six SHELA sub-fields with Source Extractor in two image mode using the de-

tection image described above, and cycling through the five DECam bands as the

measurement image. In the final source catalog, we maximized the detection of

faint sources while minimizing false detections by optimizing the combination of

the SExtractor parameters DETECT_THRESH and DETECT_MINAREA. We did

this by running SExtractor with an array of combinations of DETECT_THRESH

and DETECT_MINAREA and chose the combination of 1.6 and 3, respectively,

which detected all sources that appeared real by visual inspection and included

the fewest false positive detections from random noise fluctuations.

We measure source colors in 1.89′′ diameter circular apertures (which cor-

responds to an enclosed flux fraction of 59-75% for unresolved sources in our

sub-fields). To obtain the total flux, we derived an aperture correction de-

fined as the flux in a 1.89′′ diameter aperture divided by the flux in a Kron

aperture (i.e., FLUX_AUTO), using the default Kron aperture parameters of

PHOT_AUTOPARAM= 2.5, 3.5, which has been shown to calculate the total

flux to within ∼5% (Finkelstein et al., 2015). This correction was derived in the

r′-band on a per-object basis to account for different source sizes and ellipticities
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and was applied to the fluxes in the other DECam bands per sub-field. In areas

where the sub-fields overlapped, sources with positions that matched to within

1.2′′ in neighboring sub-field catalogs had their fluxes mean-combined after being

weighted by the inverse square of their uncertainties (see Section 2.2.4). The

DECam source fluxes were corrected for Galactic extinction using the color excess

E(B-V) measurements by Schlafly & Finkbeiner (2011). We obtained E(B-V) values

using the Galactic Dust Reddening and Extinction application on the NASA/IPAC

Infrared Science Archive (IRAS) website5. We queried IRAS for E(B-V) values (the

mean value within a 5′ radius) for a grid of points across the SHELA field with 4′

spacing and assigned each source the E(B-V) value from the closest grid point. The

Cardelli et al. (1989) Milky Way reddening curve parameterized by RV = 3.1 was

used to derive the corrections at each band’s central wavelength. We compared

the extinction-corrected DECam photometry to SDSS DR14 per sub-field and band

and found agreement for point sources to better than δm < 0.05−0.2 mag in terms

of scatter.

2.2.4 DECam Photometric Errors

We estimated photometric uncertainties in the DECam images by estimating

the image noise in apertures as a function of pixels per aperture, N, following the

procedure described in Section 2 of Papovich et al. (2016). There are two limit-

ing cases for the uncertainty in apertures with N pixels, σN . If pixel errors are

completely uncorrelated, the aperture uncertainty scales as the square root of the

number of pixels, σN = σ1 ×
√
N , where σ1 is the standard deviation of sky back-

5http://irsa.ipac.caltech.edu/applications/DUST/
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ground pixels. If pixel errors are completely correlated then σN = σ1 ×N (Quadri

et al., 2007). Thus, the aperture uncertainty will scale as Nβ with 0.5 < β < 1.

To estimate the aperture noise as a function of N pixels, we measured the sky

counts in 80,000 randomly placed apertures ranging in diameter from 0.′′27 to 8.′′1

across each stacked DECam image. We required apertures to fall in regions of the

background sky, which we define as the region where the exposure time map has

the value of the at least the median exposure time (ensuring >50% of each image

was considered), excluding detected sources and pixels flagged in the DQM. We

also required the apertures do not overlap with each other. We then estimated

σN for each aperture with N pixels by computing the standard deviation of the

distribution of aperture fluxes from the normalized median absolute deviation,

σnmad (Beers et al., 1990). We calculated σ1 by computing σnmad for all pixels in the

background sky as defined above. Figure 2.3 shows an example of the measured

flux uncertainty in a given aperture, σN , as a function of the square root of the

number of pixels in each aperture, N , for the five DECam bands in the sub-field

SHELA-1.

Following Papovich et al., 2016 we fit a parameterized function to the noise in

an aperture of N pixels, σN , as,

σN = σ1(αNβ + γN δ), (2.5)

where σ1 is the pixel-to-pixel standard deviation in the sky background, and α, β,

γ, and δ are free parameters. The best-fitting parameters in Equation 5 for the com-

bined DECam images are listed in Table 2.3. While the second term was intended

to aid in fitting the data at large N values, in actuality the second term contributed
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Figure 2.3: Background noise fluctuations, σN , in an aperture of N pixels plotted
as a function of the square root of the number of pixels for the five DECam band
images in sub-field SHELA-1. The colored dotted lines are the measured aperture
fluxes and the solid lines are fits to the data. See legend insert for color coding
information. The dot-dashed line shows the relation assuming uncorrelated pixels,
σN ∼

√
N . The dashed line shows the relation assuming perfectly correlated pixels

(σN ∼ N ; Quadri et al., 2007).

significantly at all N values resulting in β ≈0.9-1. Nevertheless our functional fits

reproduce the data well as can be seen, for example, in Figure 2.3. To estimate how

correlated the pixel-to-pixel noise is, we fit σN with only the first term in Equation

5 and found typical values of β ≈ 0.65-0.70 suggesting slightly correlated pixel-to-

pixel noise.

Table 2.3: Fit Parameters for Background Fluctuations as Function of Aperture Size
Using Eq. 2.5

Sub-Field ID Band σ1 α β† γ δ rmsmed

SHELA-1 u′ 5.02 0.09 0.89 1.33 0.35 5.58

g′ 4.07 0.21 0.83 1.71 0.43 8.85

†Typical values of β ≈ 0.65-0.70 when using a two parameter fit (i.e. with only α
and β) suggest slightly correlated noise between pixels.
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Table 2.3 cont.

Sub-Field ID Band σ1 α β† γ δ rmsmed

r′ 4.14 0.18 0.91 2.37 0.36 10.2

i′ 4.1 0.13 1.0 2.88 0.42 14.5

z′ 7.16 0.19 0.93 2.55 0.45 25.0

SHELA-2 u′ 1.21 0.24 0.91 2.41 0.55 5.88

g′ 1.8 0.35 0.87 2.3 0.5 8.26

r′ 3.02 0.21 0.94 2.68 0.41 10.2

i′ 14.3 0.05 1.0 1.37 0.36 15.8

z′ 5.36 0.34 0.9 2.48 0.51 27.7

SHELA-3 u′ 1.68 0.23 0.89 2.2 0.42 4.81

g′ 5.36 0.12 0.88 1.33 0.33 6.25

r′ 2.77 0.19 0.94 2.63 0.45 9.8

i′ 3.06 0.32 0.92 3.07 0.38 12.6

z′ 11.0 0.15 0.91 1.95 0.41 24.1

SHELA-4 u′ 1.08 0.26 0.95 2.54 0.49 4.64

g′ 7.36 0.13 0.85 1.24 0.34 8.31

r′ 2.86 0.25 0.91 2.44 0.51 12.1

i′ 24.9 1.42 0.6 1.27 0.6 63.5

z′ 5.48 0.26 0.93 2.79 0.45 22.6

SHELA-5 u′ 5.25 0.11 0.87 1.25 0.33 5.8

g′ 3.11 0.23 0.87 1.92 0.43 7.86

†Typical values of β ≈ 0.65-0.70 when using a two parameter fit (i.e. with only α
and β) suggest slightly correlated noise between pixels.
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Table 2.3 cont.

Sub-Field ID Band σ1 α β† γ δ rmsmed

r′ 4.78 0.38 0.81 2.02 0.46 15.8

i′ 5.53 0.33 0.85 2.32 0.46 21.9

z′ 6.86 0.23 0.92 2.53 0.49 28.0

SHELA-6 u′ 1.66 0.15 0.95 2.38 0.42 4.6

g′ 6.15 0.12 0.86 1.27 0.32 6.8

r′ 4.81 0.21 0.87 2.09 0.4 12.1

i′ 6.87 0.14 0.93 2.14 0.37 14.7

z′ 6.09 0.51 0.82 2.13 0.53 32.8

†Typical values of β ≈ 0.65-0.70 when using a two parameter fit (i.e. with only α
and β) suggest slightly correlated noise between pixels.

The photometric errors estimated by Equation 5 were scaled to apply to flux

measurements outside the region with the median exposure time. The flux uncer-

tainty for the i-th source in band b in the sub-field f is calculated as

σ2
i,f,b = σ2

N,f,b

(
rmsi,f,b

rmsmed,f,b

)2

, (2.6)

where σN,f,b is given by Equation 5 for each band and sub-field, rmsi,f,b is the value

of the rms map at the central pixel location of the i-th source in each band and sub-

field, and rmsmed,f,b is the median value of the rms map in each band and sub-field.

The photometric error estimates exclude Poisson photon errors, which we estimate

to contribute <5% uncertainty to the optical fluxes of our high-z candidates.
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As described in Section 2.2.3, all source fluxes are measured in circular aper-

tures of 1.89′′diameter and scaled to total on a per-object basis. Likewise, the flux

uncertainties in the apertures were scaled by the same amount to determine the

total flux uncertainties, so that the S/N for the total flux is the same as for the

aperture flux.

2.2.5 IRAC data reduction and photometry

As discussed below, we wish to enhance the validity of our z = 4 galaxy sample

by including IRAC photometry in our galaxy sample selection. While we could al-

low this by position-matching the published Spitzer/IRAC catalog from Papovich

et al. (2016) to our DECam catalog, this is not optimal for two reasons. First, the

Papovich et al. (2016) catalog is IRAC-detected, and so only includes sources with

significant IRAC flux, while for our purposes, even a non-detection in IRAC can be

useful for calculating a photometric redshift. Second, this catalog uses apertures

defined on the positions and shapes of the IRAC sources, while the larger PSF of

the IRAC data results in significant blending, which is a larger issue at fainter mag-

nitudes, where we expect to find the bulk of our sources of interest. For these rea-

sons, we applied the Tractor image modeling code (Lang et al., 2016a;b) to perform

“forced photometry", which employs prior measurements of source positions and

surface brightness profiles from a high-resolution band to model and fit the fluxes

of the source in the remaining bands, splitting the flux in overlapping objects into

their respective sources. We specifically used the Tractor to optimize the likeli-

hood for the photometric properties of DECam sources in each of IRAC 3.6 and

4.5 µm bands given initial information on the source and image parameters. The

input image parameters of IRAC 3.6 and 4.5 µm images included a noise mode, a
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point spread function (PSF) model, image astrometric information (WCS), and cal-

ibration information (the “sky noise" or rms of the image background). The input

source parameters included the DECam source positions, brightness, and surface

brightness profile shapes. The Tractor proceeds by rendering a model of a galaxy

or a point source convolved with the image PSF model at each IRAC band and

then performs a linear least-square fit for source fluxes such that the sum of source

fluxes is closest to the actual image pixels, with respect to the noise model. We

describe how we use the Tractor to perform forced photometry on IRAC images in

detail below.

We begin our source modeling procedure by selecting the fiducial band high-

resolution model of each source. We use the fluxes and surface brightness pro-

file shape parameters measured in our DECam detection image because the im-

age combines the information of all sources in the five optical band images (as

described in Section 2.2.3). Second, we use one-component circular Gaussian to

model the PSF. During the modeling of each source, we allow Tractor to optimize

the Gaussian σ value, in addition to optimize a source flux. We find that the me-

dian of the optimized Gaussian σ is 0.′′80 (equivalent to a full-width at half maxi-

mum of 1.′′88) for both IRAC 3.6 and 4.5 µm images, consistent with those measured

from an empirical point response function for the 3.6µm and 4.5µm image (FWHM

of 1.′′97, see Papovich et al. 2016, Section 3.4).

In practice, we extracted an IRAC image cutout of each source in the input

DECam catalog. We selected the cutout size of 16′′ × 16′′. This cutout size repre-

sents a trade-off between minimizing computational costs related to larger cutout

sizes and ensuring that the sources lie well within the cutout extent. The sources

of interest within cutout are modeled as either unresolved (i.e., a point source) or
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resolved based on the DECam detection image. We considered a source to be re-

solved if an estimated radius r > 0.′′1. We define the radius as, rsource = a ×
√
b/a,

where a is a semi-major axis and b/a is an axis ratio. We perform the photome-

try for resolved sources using a deVaucouleurs profile (equivalent to Sérsic profile

with n=4) with shape parameters (semi-major axis, position angle, and axis ratio)

measured using our DECam detection image. We have also performed the pho-

tometry using an exponential profile (equivalent to Sérsic profile with n=1), but

we do not find any significant difference between the IRAC flux measurements for

the two galaxy profiles. Therefore, we adopt a deVaucouleurs profile to model all

resolved sources. The Tractor simultaneously modeled and optimized the sources

of interest and neighboring sources within the cutout. Finally, the Tractor pro-

vided the measurement IRAC flux of each DECam source with the lowest reduced

chi-squared value. We validated the Tractor-based IRAC fluxes by comparing the

fluxes of isolated sources (no neighbors within 3′′) to the published Spitzer/IRAC

catalog from Papovich et al. (2016). For both bands, we found good agreement

with a bias offset of δm < 0.05 mag and a scatter of <0.11 mag down to m = 20.5

mag and a bias offset of δm < 0.13 mag and a scatter of <0.26 down to m = 22

mag.

2.3 Sample Selection

2.3.1 Photometric Redshifts and Selection Criteria

We selected our sample of high-redshift galaxies using a selection procedure

that relies on photometric redshift (zphot) fitting, which leverages the combined

information in all photometric bands used. We obtained zphot’s and zphot proba-
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bility distribution functions (PDFs) from the EAZY software package (Brammer

et al., 2008). For this analysis, we use the “z_a” redshift column from EAZY which

is produced by minimizing the χ2 in the all-template linear combination mode.

We also tried the “z_peak” column and our resulting luminosity function did not

change significantly. EAZY assumes the intergalactic medium (IGM) prescription

of Madau (1995). We did not use any magnitude priors based on galaxy luminos-

ity functions when running EAZY as the existing uncertainties in the bright-end

would bias our results (effectively assuming a flat prior). We then applied a num-

ber of selection criteria using the zphot PDFs from EAZY following the procedure

of Finkelstein et al. (2015), which we summarize here, to construct a z ≈ 4 galaxy

sample. First, we required a source to have a signal-to-noise ratio of greater than

3.5 in the two photometric bands (r′ and i′ bands) that probe the UV continuum of

our galaxy sample, which has been shown to limit contamination by noise to neg-

ligible amounts by Finkelstein et al. (2015). Next we required the integral of each

source’s zphot PDF for z > 2.5 to be greater than 0.8 and the integral of the zphot

PDF from z = 3.5-4.5 to be greater than the integral of the zphot PDF in all other

∆z = 1 bins centered on integer-valued redshifts. Finally, we required a source to

have no photometric flags on its u′, g′, r′, and i′ flux measurements in our photo-

metric catalog. These four bands are crucial for probing both sides of the Lyman

break of galaxies in the redshift range of interest. Photometric flags indicate sat-

urated pixels, transient sources, or bad pixels as defined by the CP (see Section

refdatareduction).

Initially, we required sources to pass this zphot selection procedure when only

the DECam and IRAC bands were used. After inspecting candidates from this se-

lection and finding low-z contaminants (see Section 2.3.2) we moved to include
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the VISTA J and K photometry when available. The candidate sample of high-

z galaxies after including the VISTA J and K photometry significantly reduced

the amount of obvious low-z contamination as described in the following section,

however, a new class of contaminant appeared in the candidate sample due to

erroneous VISTA photometry for some sources. To overcome this we required a

source to pass the zphot selection process with and without including the VISTA J

and K photometry. This double zphot selection process resulted in an initial sample

of 4,364 high-z objects. Next, we performed an investigation into possible contam-

ination, which resulted in additional selection criteria and a refined sample.

2.3.2 Identifying Contamination

Photometric studies of high-z objects can be contaminated by galactic stars and

low-z galaxies whose 4000 Å break can mimic the Lyman-α break of high-z galax-

ies. The inclusion of IRAC photometry is crucially important for removing galactic

stars from our sample as galactic stars have optical colors very similar to z = 4 ob-

jects (Figure 2.4). While inspecting the photometry and best-fitting SED templates

to confirm our fits were robust and our high-z galaxy candidates were convincing

we found evidence of contamination in our preliminary photometrically selected

sample. We explored ways of identifying and removing the contamination includ-

ing cross-matching our sample with proper motion catalogs, SDSS spectroscopy,

and X-ray catalogs. Additionally, we implemented machine learning methods.

Cross-matching with NOMAD and SDSS

While inspecting the photometry of our preliminary sample derived before the

inclusion of the VISTA data we found a fraction of candidates had red r′− i′ colors
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Figure 2.4: Left: Color-color plot showing DECam g′−r′ vs r′−i′. Blue points corre-
spond to bright (S/Ni > 100) sources classified as stars within SDSS DR14. Sources
spectroscopic identified as QSO within SDSS DR13 at 3.2 ≤ z < 3.5, 3.5 ≤ z < 4.5,
and 4.5 ≤ z < 4.8 are orange circles, black “x"s, and green circles, respectively.
Bright candidate objects from our study are shown as squares (see legend insert
for color coding). Right: Color-color plot showing i′− [3.6] vs r′− i′. The r′− i < 1.0
and the i′ − [3.6] > −0.2 color selection criteria are denoted as the vertical dashed
line and the horizontal dashed line, respectively. No candidates are hidden by the
legend inserts. These plots illustrate how the inclusion of IRAC photometry breaks
the optical color degeneracy of z = 4 sources and galactic stars. In the left panel
where only optical colors are used the z ∼ 4 AGNs share the parameter space of
galactic stars, while in the right panel where one color includes the [3.6] IRAC band
there is a larger separation.
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and excesses in the i′ and z′ bands with respect to the best fitting z ∼ 4 template.

We investigated whether these objects had low redshift origins by cross-matching

our sample with the Naval Observatory Merged Astrometric Dataset (NOMAD)

proper motion catalog (Zacharias et al., 2004) and the SDSS spectral catalog (DR13;

Albareti et al. 2017). The cross-matching with NOMAD resulted in the identifica-

tion of 16 objects with proper motion measurements, 6 of which were large in mag-

nitude suggesting that these sources were stellar contaminants. Cross-matching

with SDSS spectra resulted in the identification of 23 z ∼ 4 QSOs, two low mass

stars, and one low-z galaxy in our sample. All of the stellar objects and the low-z

galaxy had red r′ − i′ colors confirming our suspicion that a fraction of our sam-

ple had low-z origins. We removed from our candidate sample the 6 objects with

proper motions above 50 mas/yr in NOMAD. We chose the threshold 50 mas/yr

because some SDSS QSOs are reported to have small nonzero proper motions in

the NOMAD catalog. After inclusion of the VISTA J and K photometry, 5 of the 6

rejected objects became best-fit by a low-z solution and therefore were rejected by

our selection process automatically. Results like this suggested the inclusion of the

VISTA data improved the fidelity of our sample.

Cross-matching with X-ray catalog Stripe 82X

In principle, AGNs can be distinguished from UV-bright star-forming galaxies

at high z by their X-ray emission as AGNs dominate X-ray number counts down

to FX = 1 × 10−17erg cm−2 s−1 in 0.5-2 keV Chandra imaging (Lehmer et al., 2012).

In fact, Giallongo et al. (2015) found 22 AGN candidates at z > 4 by measur-

ing fluxes in deep 0.5-2 keV Chandra imaging at the positions of their optically-

selected candidates. They required AGN candidates to have an X-ray detection of
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FX > 1.5 × 10−17 erg cm−2 s−1. We attempted to identify AGNs in our candidate

sample by position matching with the 31 deg2 Stripe 82X X-ray catalog (LaMassa

et al., 2016). Unfortunately, the flux limit at 0.5-2 keV was 8.7× 10−16 erg cm−2 s−1,

shallower than the detection threshold used by Giallongo et al. (2015). Cross-

matching the Stripe 82X X-ray Catalog with our candidate sample resulted in 8

matches within 7′′ or the matching radius used by LaMassa et al. (2016) to match

the Stripe 82X X-ray Catalog with ancillary data. Two of the X-ray-matched sources

(mi′ ≈19) are SDSS AGNs, although one has two extended objects within the 7′′

matching radius, drawing into question the likelihood of the match. Another X-

ray-matched source (mi′ ≈22) is a very red object (r′− i′ = −0.9 and i′− [3.6] =3.4)

without SDSS spectroscopy. The remaining five X-ray-matched sources are fainter

(mi′ ≈24) and without SDSS spectroscopy, and two have large separations (> 6′′)

with their X-ray counterpart. All 8 X-ray-matched sources satisfied each of our

selection criteria and made it into our final sample.

Insights from machine learning

To further understand and minimize the contamination in our preliminary

sample we utilized two machine learning algorithms: a decision tree algorithm

and a random forest algorithm. First, we tried the decision tree algorithm from the

sci-kit learn Python package (Pedregosa et al., 2011). Executing the decision tree

algorithm involved creating a training set by classifying (via visual inspection)

the 300 brightest objects as one of five types: 1. obviously high-z galaxy or

high-z AGN, 2. obviously low-z galaxy, 3. indistinguishable between high-z or

low-z object, 4. SDSS spectroscopically identified QSO, 5. spurious source. The

classification was driven by a combination of the shape of the optical SED, the
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χ2 of the best fitting high-z (z ∼ 4) galaxy template, the difference in χ2 between

the best fitting high-z galaxy template and the best fitting low-z galaxy template,

SDSS spectral classification, and proper motion measurements. The obviously

high-z objects and the SDSS QSOs had roughly flat rest-UV spectral slopes (i.e.,

the i′, r′, and z′ fluxes were comparable) while the obviously low-z objects had

a clear spectral peak between the optical and mid-IR, specifically the r′ − i′ and

i′ − z′ colors were quite red while the z′ − [3.6] was blue. We then selected three

data "features" or measurements for the decision tree to choose from to predict

the classifications of the training set: 1. The χ2 of the best fitting high-z galaxy

template, 2. The r′ − i′ color, and 3. The signal-to-noise ratio in the u′ band.

We include this signal-to-noise ratio because most obviously high-z sources had

a signal-to-noise ratio of less than 3 (as they should, as this filter is completely

blue-ward of the Lyman break for the target redshift range) while the obviously

low-z source did not. We restricted the training set to include only the obviously

high-z objects (including SDSS classified QSOs) and obviously low-z objects.

To evaluate the decision tree performance we assigned 34% of the training set

to a test set and left the test set out of the first round of training. The first round of

training was validated using three-fold cross-validation with a score of 94+/-2%.

Three-fold cross validation verifies the model is not over-fitting or overly depen-

dent on a small randomly selected training (or validation) set. The process of three-

fold cross-validation involves splitting the training sample into three sub-samples,

training the model independently on each combination of two sub-samples while

validating on the remaining sub-sample, and then averaging the validation scores

of all the combinations. A validation score of 100% indicates each sub-sample

combination trained a model that successfully predicted the classifications of ev-
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ery object in the remaining sub-sample. After validation, we applied the model

to the test set and achieved a test score of 91%. We then incorporated the test set

into the training set and retrained the model. This second round of training had

a 3-fold cross validation score of 94 ± 5%. The algorithm determined that classifi-

cation of the training set could be predicted at 92% accuracy using the r′ − i′ color

and the χ2 only, where obviously high-z objects have r′ − i′ < 0.555 and χ2 < 70.6.

After performing the decision tree machine learning we tried the random for-

est algorithm by using the scikit-learn routine RandomForestClassifier (Pedregosa

et al., 2011). The random forest algorithm uses the combined information of all the

features of our dataset instead of using only the three well-motivated features that

we provided the decision tree algorithm. The random forest algorithm fits a num-

ber of decision tree classifiers on a randomly drawn and bootstrapped subset of

the data using a randomly drawn subset of the dataset features. The decision tree

classifiers are averaged to maximize accuracy and control over-fitting. To provide

the best classifications to the algorithm we re-inspected the photometry and the

besting-fitting EAZY template SEDs of the brightest 311 objects (mi′ < 22.9) and

classified by eye each with a probability of being at high z, at low z, and a spuri-

ous source. We also inspected the best-fitting EAZY template at the redshift of the

second highest peak in the redshift PDF, which was usually between z = 0.1− 0.5.

The features we provided the algorithm included all colors using the DECam and

IRAC photometric bands, the χ2 value of the best-fitting EAZY template, and the

u-band S/N ratio. We ran the random forest algorithm using 1000 estimators (or

decision trees) with a max depth of two and balanced class weights. While the

classification accuracy of the random forest was only marginally better than the

decision tree, we were able to determine the relative importance of the features
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within the random forest. The most important feature was the i′−[3.6] color, which

was consistent with our prior observations of the low-z contaminants having blue

z′ − [3.6] while the SDSS classified AGNs had flat or red z′ − [3.6]. We compared

the predictive power of the random forest algorithm to that of a simple i′ − [3.6]

color cut–where high-z candidates were required to have an i′ − [3.6] > −0.2–and

found the simple color cut to be just as predictive. We, therefore, elected to adopt

the simple i′ − [3.6] color cut as an additional step in our selection process. After

we applied this cut our high-z object sample consisted of 3,833 objects. We then

inspected the brightest 3,200 brightest candidates (mi′ < 24.0) and removed 61

spurious sources cutting our candidate sample to 3,772 objects. The final step in

our candidate selection process was an r′ − i′ color cut, which was a result of the

contamination test described in the following subsection.

2.3.3 Estimating Contamination Using Dimmed Real Sources

We estimated the contamination in our high-z galaxy sample by simulating

faint and low-S/N low-z interloper galaxies following a procedure used by Finkel-

stein et al. (2015). We did this by selecting a sample of bright low-z sources from

our catalog, dimming and perturbing their fluxes, and assigned the appropriate

uncertainties to their dimmed fluxes. This empirical test assumes that bright low-z

galaxies have the same colors as the faint lower-z galaxies. The sources we dimmed

all hadmr′ = 14.3 - 18 mag, brighter than our brightest z =3.5-4.5 candidate source,

a best-fitting zphot of 0.1 < zphot < 0.6, and no photometric flags in any optical band

(see section 2.2.2 for definition of photometric flag). We reduced the source fluxes

randomly to create a flat distribution of dimmed r′-band mag spanning the range

of our candidate high-z galaxies (mr′ = 18-26). We assigned flux uncertainties to
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the dimmed fluxes by randomly drawing from the flux uncertainties of our candi-

date high-z galaxy sample. We then perturbed the dimmed fluxes simulating pho-

tometric scatter by drawing flux perturbations from a Gaussian distribution with a

standard deviation equal to the assigned flux uncertainties. Since the VISTA J and

K photometry from the VICS82 Survey covered ∼85% of the total SHELA survey

area, ∼15% of our high-z galaxy candidates do not have flux measurements in the

VISTA bands. We incorporated this property of our catalog into the mock catalog

by randomly omitting dimmed J and K fluxes at the same rate as the fraction of

missing J and K fluxes in our final sample for a given mr′ bin.

We created 4.8 million artificially dimmed sources and ran them through EAZY

and our selection criteria in an identical manner as our real catalog. We found

30,594 artificially dimmed sources satisfied our zphot = 4 selection criteria. We

inspected the undimmed and unperturbed properties of these sources and found

a range of r′ − i′ colors (0 < r′ − i′ < 1.4), and the objects with the reddest r′ − i′

colors contaminated at the highest rate. We defined the contamination rate in the

i-th r′ − i′ color bin as

Ri =
Ndimmed,selected,i

Ndimmed,i
, (2.7)

where Ndimmed,selected,i is the number of dimmed sources satisfying our zphot = 4

criteria in the i-th r′ − i′ color bin and Ndimmed,i is the total number of dimmed

sources in the i-th r′ − i′ color bin. We created seven r′ − i′ color bins spanning the
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range of r′ − i′ colors recovered (0 < r′ − i′ < 1.4) with each bin having width=0.2

mag. The contamination fraction, F , in our high-z galaxy sample was defined as

F =

∑
i
Ri×Ntotal,i

(1−Ri)

Nz

, (2.8)

whereRi is the contamination rate defined by Equation 7,Ntotal,i is the total number

of sources in our object catalog in the i-th r′− i′ color bin with 0.1 < zphot < 0.6 and

Nz is the number of high-z candidates in our final sample in a given redshift bin.

We calculated F as a function of mr′ and mi′ and found contamination fractions of

between 0-20% generally increasing as a function of magnitude and not exceeding

25% in any magnitude bin above our 50%-completeness limit (mi′ > 23.5). We

learned we can improve our fidelity by implementing a r′ − i′ < 1.0 color cut,

given that the objects with the reddest r′ − i′ colors contaminated at the highest

rate. We then re-ran our contamination simulation with our final set of selection

criteria and found improvement by a few percentage points in two of our brighter

magnitude bins (mi′ = 18.75, 20.5) and, again, contamination fractions of between

0-20% generally increasing as a function of magnitude and not exceeding 25% in

any magnitude bin brighter than our 50%-completeness limit as shown in Figure

2.5. The addition of the r′− i′ < 1.0 color cut reduced our high-z candidate sample

size from 3,772 to the final size of 3,740 with a median zphot of 3.8. The measured

i′-band magnitude and the redshift distribution of our final sample is shown in

Figure 2.6. A summary of our sample selection criteria is listed in Table 2.4. Bright

(mi′ < 22) candidates are plotted in Figure 2.4 showing the distinct color parameter

space they occupy (along with SDSS spectroscopically classified AGNs) compared

to the parameter space occupied by SDSS spectroscopically classified stars in the

SHELA field.
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Figure 2.5: The results of our contamination simulations estimating the contam-
ination fraction using dimmed real sources, showing the contamination fraction,
F , as a function of mi′ (solid and dashed colored lines) and mr′ (dotted colored
lines). The color of the lines represent the selection criteria applied before F was
calculated: blue for F after only the zphot PDF selection cuts, purple for F after
the zphot PDF selection and the i′ − [3.6] color cuts, and orange for F after the zphot
PDF selection, the i′ − [3.6] color, and the r′ − i′ color cuts. The error bars indicate
the standard deviation of the mean from subdividing our 4.8 million simulated
sources into 20 subsamples. The final contamination fraction was found to be be-
tween 0-20% generally increasing as a function of magnitude and not exceeding
25% in any magnitude bin brighter than our 50%-completeness limit mi′ ≈ 23.5
(black solid line).
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Figure 2.6: The i′-band magnitude distribution (left) and the photometric redshift
distribution (right) of our final sample of z ≈ 4 candidates. Photometric redshifts
are the redshifts where χ2 is minimized for the all-template linear combination
mode from the EAZY software (z_a). We have found high-z sources over a wide
range of brightnesses and across the entire z =3.5-4.5 range.

Table 2.4: Summary of z = 4 Sample Selection Criteria

Criterion Section Reference

S/Nr′ > 3.5 (4.1)

S/Ni′ > 3.5 (4.1)∫∞
2.5

PDF(z) dz > 0.8 (4.1)∫ 4.5

3.5
PDF(z) dz > All other ∆z = 1 bins (4.1)

i′ − [3.6] > −0.2 (4.2.3)

r′ − i′ < 1.0 (4.3)
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2.3.4 Completeness Simulations

A crucial component of calculating the UV luminosity function is measuring

the effective volume of the survey. The effective volume measurement depends on

quantifying the survey incompleteness due to image depth and selection effects.

To quantify the survey incompleteness we simulated a diverse population of high-

z galaxies with assigned photometric properties and uncertainties consistent with

our source catalog and measured the fraction of simulated sources that satisfied

our high-z galaxy selection criteria as a function of the absolute magnitude and

redshift.

The simulated mock galaxies were given properties drawn from distributions

in redshift and dust attenuation (e.g., E[B-V]) while the ages and metallicities were

fixed at 0.2 Gyr and solar (Z = Z�), respectively. Because the fraction of recovered

galaxies per redshift bin is independent of the number of simulated galaxies per

redshift bin as long as low-number statistics are avoided, the redshift distribution

was defined to be flat from 2 < z < 6, and the E(B-V) distribution was defined to

be log-normal spanning 0 < E(B-V) < 1 and peaking at 0.2. Mock SEDs were then

generated for each galaxy using pythonFSPS6 (Foreman-Mackey et al. 2014), a

python package that calls the Flexible Stellar Population Synthesis Fortran library

(Conroy et al., 2009, Conroy & Gunn, 2010). We then integrated each galaxy SED

through our nine filters (DECam u′, g′, r′, i′, and z′; VISTA J and K; and IRAC

3.6 µm and 4.5 µm). Each set of mock photometry was then scaled to have an r-

band apparent magnitude within a log-normal distribution spanning 18 < mr′ <

27. This distribution ensured we were simulating the most galaxies at the fainter

magnitudes where we expected to be incomplete and fewer at bright magnitudes

6http://dfm.io/python-fsps/current/
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where we expected to be very complete. Flux uncertainties and missing VISTA

fluxes were assigned in the same way as during the contamination test in Section

2.3.3. Mock galaxies were not assigned photometric flags. This likely results in an

incompleteness of only a couple percent as the fraction of all sources affected by

flags is small. All sources with a signal-to-noise ratio of greater than 3.5 in any

one band, are flagged in another band less than 2% of the time on average (never

exceeding 4%). In addition all images have ∼0.5% of all pixels flagged on average

(never exceeding 2%).

The photometric catalog of 600,000 mock galaxies was then run through EAZY

to generate zphot PDFs and our high-z galaxy selection was applied. The complete-

ness was defined as the number of mock galaxies recovered divided by the number

of input mock galaxies, as a function of input absolute magnitude and redshift.

Figure 2.7 shows the results of our simulation. We define the 50%-completeness

limit as the absolute magnitude where the area under the curve falls to less than

50% the areas under the average of theMUV,i′ = −25 toMUV,i′ = −28 curves, which

we find to be at MUV,i′ = −22 (m = 24 for z = 4).
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Figure 2.7: The results of our completeness simulations, showing the fraction of
simulated sources recovered as a function of input redshift. Each colored line is
for the corresponding 0.5 magnitude bin according to the legend. We define the
50%-completeness limit as the absolute magnitude curve with an integral value of
less than 50% the area under the average of theM1450 = −25 toM1450 = −28 curves.
We find the 50%-completeness to be M1450 = −22.0.

2.4 Results

2.4.1 The Rest-Frame UV z=4 Luminosity Function

We utilize the effective volume method to correct for incompleteness in deriv-

ing our luminosity function. The effective volume (Veff ) can be estimated as

Veff (Mi′) =

∫
dVC
dz

C(MUV,i′ , z)dz, (2.9)
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where dVC
dz

is the co-moving volume element, which depends on the adopted cos-

mology, and C(MUV,i′ , z) is the completeness as calculated in Section 2.3.4. The

integral was evaluated over z = 3− 5.

To calculate the luminosity function, we convert the apparent i-band AB mag-

nitudes (mi′) to the absolute magnitude at rest-frame 1500 Å (MUV,i′) using the

following formula

MUV,i′ = mi − 5 log(dL/10pc) + 2.5 log(1 + z), (2.10)

where dL is the luminosity distance in pc. The second and third terms of the right

side are the distance modulus.

Our UV luminosity function is shown as red diamonds in Figure 2.8. We note

that we do not include the luminosity function data points in bins MUV,i′ ≥-22

in our analysis as these bins are below our 50%-completeness limit as discussed in

Section 2.3.4, where the completeness corrections are unreliable due to the low S/N

of our data. This is confirmed by comparing to the HST CANDELS results in these

same magnitude bins, which are more reliable due to their higher S/N. In Figure

2.8 we also include the UV luminosity function of z = 4 UV-selected galaxies from

deeper Hubble imagining by Finkelstein et al. (2015) as green squares. In the bin

where we overlap with this dataset (MUV,i′ = -22.5) both results are consistent,

however, if the luminosity function derived from Hubble imaging is extrapolated

to brighter magnitudes, it would fall off more steeply than our luminosity function.

While our luminosity function declines from MUV,i′ = −22 to MUV,i′ = −24, it

flattens out at brighter magnitudes before turning over again.
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As our sample includes all galaxies which exhibit a Lyman break, we expect

that this flattening is due to the increasing importance of AGN at these magni-

tudes. The large volume surveyed by SDSS data has led to the selection and spec-

troscopic follow-up of AGNs at many redshifts. SDSS AGN studies have found

the AGN UV luminosity function to exhibit a double power law (DPL) shape (e.g.,

Richards et al., 2006). In Figure 2.8 we show as red “x"s the z = 4 AGN UV number

densities derived from the SDSS DR7 catalog (Schneider et al., 2010) by Akiyama

et al. (2018), who select AGNs toMUV,i′ > −28.9. We can see that at the magnitudes

where we overlap −27 < MUV,i′ < −26, the agreement is excellent with our data.

The only difference is at M = −28, where our survey detects two quasars when

the AGN luminosity function by Akiyama et al. (2018) would predict less than one

in our volume. We attribute this difference to cosmic variance. By combining our

data with the star-forming galaxy number densities from Hubble imaging and the

SDSS AGN number densities, our data can potentially provide a robust measure-

ment of the bright-end slope of the star-forming galaxy luminosity function and the

faint-end slope of the AGN luminosity function, which we explore in the following

section.
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Figure 2.8: The rest-frame UV z = 4 luminosity function of star-forming galaxies and
AGNs from the SHELA Field shown as red diamonds with Poisson statistic error bars. The
open red diamonds are the luminosity function points in bins below our 50%-completeness
limit as discussed in Section 4.4, where the completeness corrections are unreliable due to
the low S/N of our data. We constrain the form of the luminosity function by includ-
ing fainter galaxies from Hubble fields (Finkelstein et al. 2015; open black squares) and
brighter AGNs from SDSS DR7 (Akiyama et al. 2018; black “x"s). For comparison, we
overplot as gray circles the g′-band dropout luminosity function from the > 100 sq. deg.
HSC SSP by Ono et al. (2018), which shows lower number densities and larger error bars
in the regime (MUV,i′ < 23.5 mag) where AGN likely dominate (see Section 2). Our mea-
sured luminosity function is consistent with these works where they overlap. Our two
best-fitting functional forms are shown, as discussed in Section 5.2. The absolute value of
the residuals of the two fits are shown in the inset plot for a subset of the data in units of the
uncertainty in each bin. The data favors the DPL+DPL Fit suggesting the MUV,i′ = −23.5
mag bin is dominated by star-forming galaxies, though this is dominated by the observed
number densities in just a few bins, thus it is difficult to rule out a Schechter form for the
galaxy component.
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2.4.2 Fitting the Luminosity Function

With our luminosity function in agreement with the faint end of the AGN lu-

minosity function from SDSS DR7 and the bright end of the star-forming galaxy

luminosity function from CANDELS, we attempt to simultaneously fit empirically

motivated functions to both components. For the AGN component we use a DPL

function motivated by the AGN UV luminosity function work on large, homoge-

neous quasar samples (e.g., Boyle et al., 2000, Richards et al., 2006, Croom et al.,

2009, Hopkins et al., 2007, and references therein). The function form of a DPL

follows

Φ(M) =
Φ∗

100.4(α+1)(M−M∗) + 100.4(β+1)(M−M∗) , (2.11)

where Φ∗ is the overall normalization, M∗ is the characteristic magnitude, α is the

faint-end slope, and β is the bright-end slope.

For the star-forming galaxy UV luminosity function we consider sepraratley

both a Schechter function and a DPL, as well as including magnification via gravi-

tational lensing with both functions. The Schechter (1976) function has been found

to fit the star-forming galaxy UV luminosity function well across all redshifts (e.g.,

Steidel et al., 1999, Bouwens et al., 2007, Finkelstein et al., 2015). The Schechter

function is described as

Φ(M) =
0.4 ln(10) Φ∗

100.4(α+1)(M−M∗)e10−0.4(M−M∗) , (2.12)

where Φ∗ is the overall normalization, M∗ is the characteristic magnitude, and α is

the faint-end slope.
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We consider the effects of gravitational lensing on the shape of the star-forming

galaxy UV luminosity function. Gravitational lensing can distort the shape and

magnification of distant sources as the paths of photons from the source get slightly

perturbed into the line of sight of the observer. Lima et al. (2010) showed that this

magnification can contribute to a bright-end excess where the slope of the intrinsic

luminosity function is sufficiently steep. A magnification distribution for a given

source redshift must be estimated by tracing rays through a series of lens planes

derived from simulations such as the Millennium Simulation as done by Hilbert

et al. (2007). van der Burg et al. (2010) showed that a Schechter function corrected

for magnification can fit the bright-end of the luminosity function at z = 3 better

than a Schechter fit alone. They inspect the sources that make up the excess and

find nearby massive foreground galaxies or groups of galaxies that could act as

lenses. We incorporate the effects of gravitational lensing in our fitting by creating

a lensed Schechter function parameterization following the method of Ono et al.

(2018) who adapts the method of Wyithe et al. (2011). We also produce a lensed

DPL function. After performing our simultaneous fitting method, which we de-

scribe in the following paragraph, we found there to be no difference in the best

fitting parameters of the fits including and excluding the effects of lensing. This is

consistent with the work of Ono et al. (2018) who found that taking into account

the effects of lensing improves the galaxy luminosity function fit at z > 4 and not

at z = 4 where a DPL fit is preferred. Therefore we do not consider the lensed

parameterizations further.

We employ a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method to define the pos-

teriors on our luminosity function parameterizations. We do this using an IDL

implementation of the affine-invariant sampler (Goodman & Weare, 2010) to sam-
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ple the posterior, which is similar in production to the emcee package (Foreman-

Mackey et al., 2013). Each of the 500 walkers was initialized by choosing a starting

position with parameters determined by-eye to exhibit a good fit, perturbed ac-

cording to a normal distribution. We do not assume a prior for any of our free

parameters.

We account for Eddington bias in our fitting routine. Rather than directly com-

paring the observations to a given model, we forward model the effects of Edding-

ton bias into the luminosity function model, and compare this “convolved" model

to our observations. We do this by, for each set of luminosity function parameters,

realizing a mock sample of galaxies for that given function, where each galaxy has

a magnitude according to the given luminosity function distribution. The mag-

nitude of each simulated object is perturbed by an amount drawn from a normal

distribution centered on zero with a width equal to the real sample median uncer-

tainty in the corresponding magnitude bin. After perturbing, we then re-bin the

simulated luminosity distribution and this binned luminosity function is used to

calculate the χ2 for that MCMC step. This is repeated for each step.

We ran our MCMC fitting algorithm twice. In both runs, we simultaneously

fit a DPL function to the AGN component of the luminosity function while fitting

the galaxy component. In the first run, we fit a Schechter function to the galaxy lu-

minosity function, while in the second we fit a second DPL function to the galaxy

luminosity function. We burn each chain for 2×105 steps, which allows the chain

to reach convergence for all free parameters, verified by examining the parameter

distributions in independent groups of 104 steps, which cease to evolve much past

105 steps. We then measure the posterior for each parameter from the final 5×104

steps. Our fiducial values for each parameter are then derived as the median and
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68% central confidence range from the posterior distributions. The best fitting pa-

rameters for the two fits and their corresponding χ2 values are listed in Table 2.5.

We over plot the fits to the luminosity function data in Figure 2.8. To calculate

the χ2 for our fits, we must compare the observed data to the luminosity function

fits after forward modeling the effects of Eddington bias into our luminosity func-

tion fits just as we did during the fitting process. The absolute residuals of our

“convolved" fits and the observed data are shown in the insert in Figure 2.8.

These fitting results show that our data prefers the function that is a sum of two

DPL functions, one for the AGN component and one for the galaxy component,

henceforth the DPL+DPL Fit. The DPL+DPL Fit has a χ2 = 42 over the entire

range considered, −29 < MUV,i′ < −17. The fit that is a sum of a DPL AGN

component and a Schechter galaxy component, henceforth the DPL+Schetcher Fit,

has a χ2 = 71. We investigate which fit is preferred by the data using the Bayesian

information criterion for the two fits (Liddle, 2007). The difference in the Bayesian

information criterion value for our two fits can be defined as:

Table 2.5: Fit Parameters for Luminosity Functions

Fit Name Component Log Φ∗ M∗ α β χ2

(mag) [Faint End] [Bright End]

DPL+DPL AGN -7.32+0.21
−0.18 -26.5+0.4

−0.3 -1.49+0.30
−0.21 -3.65+0.21

−0.24

DPL+DPL Galaxy -3.12+0.09
−0.10 -20.8+0.16

−0.15 -1.71±0.08 -3.80±0.10 42

DPL+Sch AGN -7.48+0.58
−0.34 -26.7+1.1

−0.4 -2.08+0.18
−0.11 -3.66+0.68

−0.34

DPL+Sch Galaxy -3.25±0.06 -21.3±0.06 -1.81±0.05 71
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∆BIC = χ2
2 − χ2

1 + (k2 − k1) ln N, (2.13)

where χ2
2 is the χ2 for the DPL+Schechter Fit, χ2

2 is the χ2 for the DPL+DPL Fit,

k2 and k1 are the number of fit parameters in the DPL+Schechter Fit and the

DPL+DPL Fit, respectively, and N is the number of data points used during

fitting. We find a ∆BIC = 26 which suggests the DPL+DPL Fit is very strongly

preferred over the DPL+Schechter Fit as ∆BIC exceeds a significance value of 10

(Liddle, 2007). Upon comparing the the fits’ residuals we see the data points in

the magnitude bins at MUV,i′ = −24 mag and MUV,i′ = −23 mag are driving the

preference for the DPL+DPL Fit. If we exclude these two bins, the DPL+DPL

Fit χ2 = 41, the DPL+Schechter Fit χ2 = 58, and the ∆BIC = 14 which indicates

the DPL+DPL Fit is still strongly statistically preferred to the DPL+Schechter

Fit. However, given that the difference between the fits is driven by just a few

data points, we do not believe we can firmly rule out a Schechter form for the

star-forming galaxy component.

2.4.3 A Sample of Spectroscopically Confirmed AGNs

Given our method of fitting the luminosity function with a component for

AGNs, we explored the SDSS spectral catalog for spectroscopically confirmed

AGNs in SHELA and considered the effectiveness of our selection procedure at

recovering AGNs. This is crucial as our photometric redshift selection process did

not include templates dominated by AGN emission, though the strong Lyman

break inherent in these sources should still yield an accurate redshift. To confirm

this, we queried the spectral catalog from SDSS (DR13; Albareti et al. 2017) using
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the SDSS CasJobs website7 and cross-matched the results with our entire DECam

catalog. Each match required a separation of less than 0.4" and the SDSS spectra

to be unflagged (i.e., ZWARNING = 0). We found zero spectra with an SDSS

classification of “Galaxy” and 53 classified as “AGN” with spectroscopic redshifts

(zspec) greater than 3.2. The distribution of SDSS zspec for this sample is shown

in the left panel of Figure 2.9 in blue. Of the 32 AGNs with 3.4 < zspec < 4.6, 23

were selected by our zphot selection process, with seven of the nine missed AGNs

having 3.4 < zspec < 3.5. The zspec distribution for the AGN subsample selected

by our selection procedure is also shown in the left panel of Figure 2.9 in red.

We used these samples to compute our differential completeness of AGNs and

compared it to our simulated completeness in the right panel of Figure 2.9. We

found our completeness of spectroscopically confirmed AGNs is consistent with

our simulated completeness except in the 3.4 < z < 3.6 bin where we recovered

only two of the nine spectroscopically confirmed AGNs when our simulations

predicted we should recover 7−8. This difference could be due to small number

statistics. We investigated why the seven spectroscopically confirmed AGNs in

the 3.4 < z < 3.6 bin were not selected by our method and found that these

sources had photometry, particularly the u′ and g′ bands, preferred by galaxies

templates at lower redshift in our zphot-fitting code EAZY. We attribute bright u′

and g′ fluxes to the larger far-UV continuum levels of AGNs or strong Lyman-α

emission as compared to non-AGN galaxies, which would weaken the Lyman-α

break in these sources. This could imply significant leaking Lyman-continuum

radiation from these AGNs, which has implications on reionization (e.g., Smith

et al., 2016). The reliability of our selection procedure to recover AGNs across

7http://skyserver.sdss.org/casjobs/
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Figure 2.9: Left: The SDSS spectroscopic redshift distribution of AGNs in SHELA
(blue) overplotted with the same distribution for the sub-sample selected by our
selection procedure (red). Right: The differential completeness fraction of AGNs
with SDSS spectroscopic redshifts (blue) and the expected differential complete-
ness fraction for objects with a comparable MUV,i′ (green). Our completeness to
AGNs is similar to what we expect from our simulations of galaxies except at
z = 3.5 where we are less complete to AGNs due to significant u′ and g′ flux driv-
ing the redshift probability distribution functions to peak at redshifts below our
selection window (see Section 5.3 for details).

the majority of our redshift range of interest and the fact that our luminosity

function is consistent with the AGN luminosity function from SDSS suggests our

incompleteness to AGNs is not substantial.

2.5 Discussion

2.5.1 Comparison to z=4 Galaxy Studies

We compare our derived fits to the star-forming galaxy luminosity function

to measurements from the literature in Figure 2.10. At magnitudes fainter than

MUV,i′ > −22, the DPL galaxy component of the data-preferred DPL+DPL Fit is

very similar to the Schechter component of the DPL+Schechter Fit. These results
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are in strong agreement with the luminosity function from the CFHT Deep Legacy

Survey by van der Burg et al. (2010) at all magnitudes where they overlap. They

are also in strong agreement with the luminosity function from Hubble legacy sur-

vey data by Finkelstein et al. (2015) which is included in our fitting. The luminosity

function from the Hubble legacy survey data by Bouwens et al. (2015) and the lu-

minosity function from Ono et al. (2018) using Subaru Hyper Suprime-Cam (HSC)

data across 100 deg2 in the HSC Subaru strategic program (SSP) are generally con-

sistent with the results presented here. The HSC SSP luminosity function and that

from Bouwens et al. (2015) have volume densities of ∼2x larger than the work by

van der Burg et al. (2010) and Finkelstein et al. (2015) at magnitudes fainter than

MUV,i′ > −21. This factor is larger than the ∼10% uncertainty expected due to

cosmic variance in the Hubble fields, which cover 50x less area than the HSC SSP

(Finkelstein et al., 2015). We do not know the cause of this difference, though we

note that the HSC SSP selection was done with optical imaging only, and we found

in our study that without the addition of the IRAC data, the contamination rate

was significantly higher, although we acknowledge there are multiple differences

in the selection techniques between these studies.

At the bright end, the luminosity function from Ono et al. (2018) extends to

magnitudes brighter than MUV,i′ < −22.5 and falls between the bright end of our

DPL galaxy component and our Schechter galaxy component. Ono et al. (2018)

find their luminosity function is best fit by a DPL with a steeper bright-end slope

(β = −4.33) than our galaxy DPL component (β = −3.80). We also include the

z = 4 galaxy luminosity function from the 4 deg2 ALHAMBRA survey by Viironen

et al. (2017) who used a zphot PDF analysis to create a luminosity function marginal-

izing over both redshift and magnitude uncertainties. Viironen et al. (2017) find
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Figure 2.10: The star-forming galaxies components of our fits to the total z = 4
rest-frame UV luminosity function compared to the data from other star-forming
galaxy studies. See the legend insert for the list of compared works. Our DPL
galaxy luminosity function is in agreement with luminosity functions from the lit-
erature around the knee and to fainter magnitudes, but has the shallowest bright-
end slope (β = −3.80).

volume densities at the bright-end larger than existing luminosity functions. In

fact, their luminosity function follows a Schechter function with a normalization

offset of∼0.5 dex above the Schechter form from Finkelstein et al. (2015). The cause

of this difference is unclear.
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Comparison to Semi-Analytic Models

Figure 2.11 shows the predicted z = 4 UV luminosity functions from Yung et al.

(2018). These predictions come from a set of semi-analytic models (SAMs), which

contain the same physical processes as the models presented in Somerville et al.

(2015), but have been updated and recalibrated to the Planck 2016 Cosmological

parameters. We note that while these models include black hole accretion and the

effects of AGN feedback, we do not examine the contribution to the UV luminosity

function from black hole accretion here, and focus instead on the contribution from

star formation. Their fiducial model with dust (solid black line) assumes that the

molecular gas depletion time is shorter at higher gas densities (as motivated by

observations), leading to an effective redshift dependence as high redshift galaxies

are more compact and have denser gas on average. On a SFR surface density

versus gas surface density plot, this model would show a steeper dependence of

star formation rate density on gas surface density than the classical Kennicutt-

Schmidt relationship (e.g., Kennicutt & Evans, 2012), above a critical gas surface

density (for details see Somerville et al., 2015). We also show their model with a

fixed molecular gas depletion time, similar to that used in Somerville et al. (2015),

as seen in local spiral galaxies (e.g., Bigiel et al., 2008, Leroy et al., 2008).

The Yung et al. (2018) dust models assume that the V-band dust optical depth

is proportional to the cold gas metallicity times the cold gas surface density. The

UV attenuation is then computed using a Calzetti attenuation curve and a “slab"

model (for details see Somerville et al., 2015). The normalization of the dust opti-

cal depth (physically equivalent to the dust-to-metal ratio) is allowed to vary as a

function of redshift, and was adjusted to fit the bright end of the luminosity from
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Figure 2.11: The star-forming galaxy component of our fits to the total z = 4 rest-
frame UV luminosity function compared to predictions from SAMs (Yung et al.,
2018). Our measured total luminosity function (including star-forming galaxies
and AGNs) is shown as red diamonds with Poisson statistic error bars. The lu-
minosity function from Finkelstein et al. (2015) is shown as open black squares.
At the faint end the luminosity functions from the SAMs with an evolving H2 gas
depletion time (solid black line) and a fixed H2 gas depletion time (dashed black
line) have a higher normalization than the observed luminosity function suggest-
ing stellar feedback in the models is too weak. At the bright end the model with
a fixed molecular depletion timescale is robustly ruled out by either of our pa-
rameterized fits, suggesting that star formation scales with molecular gas surface
density, and thus is more efficient at z = 4 than today.
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the previously published compilation of UV luminosity observations from Finkel-

stein (2016). (It was not adjusted to fit the new observations presented here).

At the faint end, the model predictions are insensitive to the assumed star for-

mation efficiency, and mainly reflect the treatment of outflows driven by stars and

supernovae. The models have a higher normalization than the observed lumi-

nosity function (which at these magnitudes comes from the CANDELS dataset),

although the faint-end slope is similar. This could be caused by stellar feedback

in the models being too weak, as these models were tuned to match the z = 0

stellar mass function (Somerville et al., 2015). This suggests that stellar feedback

is stronger/more efficient at z = 4 (i.e., mass loading rates are higher, or re-infall

of ejected gas is slower) than at z = 0 (also see White et al., 2015). This was also

seen by Song et al. (2016) when comparing the z = 4 stellar mass function to a

number of similar models – the observed stellar mass function also had a lower

normalization at z = 4; as the stellar mass function steepened from z = 4 to 8, this

discrepancy weakened, hence their conclusion of a weakening impact of feedback

on the faint end with increasing redshift.

At the bright end, the Yung et al. (2018) model with dust is consistent with both

of our fits to MUV,i′ > −22.5, lying closer to the Schechter fit at brighter magni-

tudes. Interestingly, at these bright magnitudes both the Schechter and DPL fit

rule out at high significance the model with dust and fixed molecular gas deple-

tion time, indicating that star formation must scale non-linearly with molecular

gas surface density (or some related quantity which evolves with redshift). This

implies that star formation is more efficient at z = 4 than today. This is of course

dependant on the dust model in these simulations – if bright galaxies had no dust,

then these model predictions (which include dust; models without dust are shown
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for comparison) may not be accurate. However, there is a variety of evidence that

bright/massive UV-selected galaxies at these redshifts do contain non-negligible

amounts of dust (e.g., Finkelstein et al., 2012, Bouwens et al., 2014), and there is a

not-insignificant population of extremely massive dusty star-forming galaxies al-

ready in place (e.g., Casey et al., 2014). Finally, Finkelstein et al. (2015) compared a

similar set of models to the CANDELS-only UV luminosity functions, finding that

models with a diffuse dust component only (e.g., no birth cloud) provided the best

match to the data (albeit at fainter magnitudes than considered here).

2.5.2 Comparison to z = 4 AGN Studies

We compare our derived AGN luminosity function fits to measurements from

the literature in Figure 2.12. At the bright end, our fits are consistent with previous

studies where they overlap (−27.5 < MUV,i′ < −25.5). The previous studies include

a study by Richards et al. (2006) who used the z = 4 AGN SDSS DR3 sample and

a study by Akiyama et al. (2018) who selected z = 4 AGNs from SDSS DR7. We

convert the magnitudes Mi(z=2) at z = 3.75 from Richards et al. (2006) to MUV,i′ at

z = 3.8 by adding an offset of 1.486 mag (Richards et al., 2006).

At the faint end, we compare our fits to results from studies that derive AGN

luminosity functions from spectroscopic observations of candidates selected via

color and size criteria (Glikman et al. 2011, Ikeda et al. 2011, and Niida et al. 2016).

In addition, we include studies that rely on a zphot selection using deep multi wave-

length photometry in the COSMOS field (Masters et al., 2012) and the CANDELS

GOODS-S field (Giallongo et al., 2015) where Giallongo et al. (2015) had the addi-

tional criteria of requiring an an X-ray detection of FX > 1.5 × 10−17erg cm−2 s−1

in deep 0.5-2 keV Chandra imaging. The average redshift of these samples is z = 4,
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Figure 2.12: The AGN components of our fits to the total z = 4 rest-frame UV
luminosity function compared to the data from other AGN studies. See the leg-
end insert for the list of compared works. The AGN luminosity function from the
DPL+DPL Fit has number densities similar to existing luminosity function mea-
surements at MUV,i′ < −25 and predicts relatively low number densities at fainter
magnitudes. The DPL+Schechter Fit has an AGN faint-end slope that predicts
number densities at the larger end of the range previously published.
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slightly higher than our sample. For a consistent comparison with other works

we scale the luminosity functions of Glikman et al. (2011), Ikeda et al. (2011), Ni-

ida et al. (2016), and Masters et al. (2012) up by a factor of 1.3 using the redshift

evolution function (1 + z)−6.9 from Richards et al. (2006). The sample used by

(Giallongo et al., 2015) had a redshift range of 4 < z < 4.5, so we the scale the lu-

minosity function by a factor of 1.8. Finally, we consider the luminosity function of

Akiyama et al. (2018) derived from the Hyper Suprime-Cam Wide Survey optical

photometry.

The faint end of the AGN DPL component in our DPL+DPL Fit predicts vol-

ume densities at −26 < MUV,i′ < −23.5 about 0.3 dex lower than those found

by Richards et al. (2006), Ikeda et al. (2011), Masters et al. (2012), Niida et al.

(2016), Akiyama et al. (2018). However, the luminosity function of Akiyama et al.

(2018) flattens and falls towards our fit at MUV,i′ ∼ −22. Our faint-end slope

(α = −1.49+0.30
−0.21) is in agreement with the values found by these studies. The cause

of the 0.3 dex difference is unclear.

In the case of the AGN DPL component in our DPL+Schechter Fit, the steeper

faint-end slope (α = −2.08+0.18
−0.11) predicts volume densities in agreement with Glik-

man et al. (2011) and Giallongo et al. (2015), who predict a significantly higher vol-

ume density of faint AGNs than the other studies. We note that while these stud-

ies have small numbers of AGN per magnitude bin, which may make the samples

more sensitive to cosmic variance and false positives, Glikman et al. (2011) selects

candidates from a relatively large survey area of 3.76 deg2 and observes broad

emission lines, indicative of quasars, in every candidate spectra. Furthermore, Gi-

allongo et al. (2015) requires candidates to have a significant X-ray detection in

Chandra imaging.
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In summary, our observed z = 4 UV luminosity function is best fit by the

DPL+DPL Fit, but both the DPL+DPL and the DPL+Schechter fits show agreement

with existing AGN luminosity function studies at the bright end and around the

knee. At the faint end the DPL+DPL predicts smaller volume densities of AGNs

than other studies while the DPL+Schechter predicts among the largest volume

densities at the faintest magnitudes.

2.5.3 Comparing Predictions of Our Two Fits - Is the UV luminos-

ity function a double power law?

Our two fits differ in two ways: 1.) The functional form used to fit the star-

forming galaxy component is a DPL in the DPL+DPL Fit and a Schechter in the

DPL+Schechter Fit, and 2.) The component that accounts for the excess over an

extrapolated Schechter at the bright end of existing star-forming galaxy luminosity

functions. The DPL+Schechter accounts for the excess with a steeper faint end of

the DPL AGN component while the DPL+DPL Fit accounts for the majority of

the excess with the bright end of the DPL star-forming galaxy component. Thus

the fits predict dramatically different compositions of sources making up the bin

(MUV,i′ = −23.5 mag) at the center of the excess. In this bin the DPL+Schechter

Fit predicts AGNs outnumber galaxies by a 17:1 ratio (an AGN fraction of ∼94%),

while the DPL+DPL Fit predicts galaxies to outnumber AGNs by a 4.3:1 ratio (an

AGN fraction of ∼18%). A simple experiment to test these predictions would be

to use ground-based optical spectroscopy to follow-up a fraction of the 298 high-

z candidates we find in the MUV,i′ = −23.5 bin and count the fraction of spectra

exhibiting broad emission lines and/or highly ionized lines (e.g., N V, He II, C IV,

Ne V) indicating accretion onto supermassive black holes. This experiment would
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also provide an independent measurement of our contamination fraction which

we estimate via simulations (Section 2.3.3). The measured fraction of AGNs can

provide strong empirical proof in favor of the DPL+DPL Fit or the DPL+Schechter

Fit.

One drawback of fitting the total UV luminosity function is the unknown con-

tribution of composite objects. The total UV luminosity function likely contains a

population of composite objects with both AGN activity and star-formation con-

tributing to their observed UV flux. This population may cause functions like

a DPL or Schechter function, which have been used to fit AGN-only and star-

forming-galaxy-only luminosity functions, to be poor fits to the total UV lumi-

nosity function. Spectroscopic follow-up as described in this section may aid in

elucidating the frequency and impact of composite objects.

2.5.4 Rest-Frame UV Emissivities

Here we calculate the rest-frame UV emissivities (also known as specific lumi-

nosity densities) and compare the output from AGNs and galaxies. We calculate

the rest-frame UV emissitvity of AGNs and galaxies by integrating each luminos-

ity function from −30 < MUV,i′ < −17. Results are shown in Table 2.6. In the

case of DPL+DPL where the galaxy component of the UV luminosity function is

represented by a DPL function and the AGN component is represented by a DPL,

galaxies produce a UV luminosity density at 1500 Å (ρ1500) greater than that of

AGNs by a factor of ∼90. In the case of the DPL+Schechter Fit where the galaxy

component of the UV luminosity function is instead represented by a DPL func-

tion, the galaxy ρ1500 is greater than the AGN ρ1500 by a factor of∼19. In either case,

galaxies are the dominant non-ionizing UV emitting population, though if AGNs
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do have a steeper faint-end slope (as would need to be the case if galaxies follow a

Schechter form), then AGNs are non-negligible.

Table 2.6: UV Luminosity Densities

Fit Name AGN ρ1500 AGN ρ912 Galaxy ρ1500

DPL+DPL 2.0+0.7
−0.4 1.2+0.4

−0.3 184+6
−7

DPL+Sch 10+4
−3 5.8+2.6

−1.8 187+6
−6

We convert the AGN ρ1500 to a UV luminosity density at 912 Å (ρ912) and com-

pare our results to other studies by reproducing Figure 1 from Madau & Haardt

(2015) in Figure 2.13. To convert ρ1500 to ρ912 we assume an AGN spectral shape

of a DPL with a slope of αν = −1.41 (Shull et al., 2012) between 1000 Å and 1500

Å and a slope of αν = −0.83 (Stevans et al., 2014) between 912 Å and 1000 Å .

We assume an AGN ionizing escape fraction of unity as is found for most bright

AGNs (Giallongo et al., 2015). Results are shown in Table 2.6. If we directly follow

the work of Giallongo et al. (2015) and assume a spectral shape with αν = −1.57

(Telfer et al., 2002) between 1200 Å and 1500 Å and a slope of αν = −0.44 (Van-

den Berk et al., 2001) between 912 Å and 1200 Å , we find ρ912 values that are 10%

smaller. As shown in Figure 2.13, our two fits predict values of ρ912 straddle ex-

isting values from observations. The ρ912 predicted by our preferred DPL+DPL

Fit (upward-pointed red triangle) falls below the line by Hopkins et al. (2007) and

is too small to keep the IGM ionized at z ∼ 4. On the other hand, the DPL+Sch

Fit predicts a ρ912 (downward-pointed red triangle) that falls near the points from

studies that found numerous faint AGNs at z ∼ 4 Glikman et al., 2011, Giallongo
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Figure 2.13: The AGN hydrogen ionizing emissivity from this work and others.
The AGN emissivity predicted by the DPL+DPL Fit and the DPL+Schechter Fit are
represented as red triangles. The range they span is marked by the thick red line.
The values from other works are inferred from Fig 1 of Madau & Haardt (2015).
The original sources of each dataset are as follows: Schulze et al. (2009) (cyan
pentagon), Palanque-Delabrouille et al. (2013) (orange triangles), Bongiorno et al.
(2007) (magenta circles), Masters et al. (2012) (black pentagons), Glikman et al.
(2011) (blue square), and Giallongo et al. (2015) (green squares). The solid blue
line is the functional form derived by Madau & Haardt (2015) to coincide with the
plotted observation from the literature. The dotted green line shows the LyC AGN
emissivity from Hopkins et al. (2007). The ρ912 from our DPL+DPL Fit is below the
line by Hopkins et al. (2007) indicating AGNs contribute only a small fraction of
the total ionizing background at z = 4, while the ρ912 from the DPL+Schechter fit
suggests AGNs would contribute significantly to the total ionizing background.

et al., 2015. This would imply the AGN population could alone contribute enough

hydrogen ionizing emission required to keep the universe ionized at z ∼ 4 and

suggests AGNs may have played a significant role at early times. This scenario

can be further constrained by the spectroscopic experiment proposed in the pre-

ceding sub-section.
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2.6 Conclusions

In this study, we measure the bright end of the rest-frame UV luminosity func-

tion of z = 4 star-forming galaxies and the faint end of the rest-frame UV lumi-

nosity function of z = 4 AGNs. We use nine photometric bands (u′g′r′i′z′ from

DECam, J and Ks from VISTA, and 3.6 and 4.5 µm from Spitzer/IRAC) covering

the wide area (18 deg2) SHELA Field to select 3,740 candidate z ∼ 4 galaxies via

a photometric redshift selection procedure. From simulations, we find a relatively

low contamination rate of interloping low-z galaxies and galactic stars of 20% near

our completeness limit (mi ∼ 23) due in large part to the inclusion of IRAC pho-

tometry.

Our conclusions are as follows:

• We combine our candidate sample with a sample of bright AGNs from SDSS

and fainter galaxies from deep Hubble imaging (including the HUDF and

CANDELS) to produce a rest-frame UV luminosity function that spans the

range -29< MUV,i′ <-17. This range contains both AGNs and star-forming

galaxies several magnitudes above and below their respective characteristic

luminosities, thus we implement a fitting procedure that simultaneously fits

the AGN luminosity function and the star-forming galaxy luminosity func-

tion with independent functions. This simplifies the source selection process

by not requiring a step for classifying objects as either an AGN or galaxy,

which is commonly done with morphological criteria. We find the data is

best fit by our DPL+DPL Fit which is a combination of a DPL function for

the AGN component and a DPL function for the galaxy component. The

DPL+DPL fit is preferred over the DPL+Shechter Fit, which is a combination
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of a DPL function for the AGN component and a Schechter function for the

galaxy component, and this excess over Schechter cannot be explained by the

effects of gravitational lensing. We note that we cannot significantly rule out

a Schechter form.

• We compare our measured luminosity functions to the literature and find our

DPL galaxy luminosity function is in agreement with luminosity functions

from the literature around the knee and to fainter magnitudes while hav-

ing the shallowest bright-end slope. The AGN luminosity function from the

DPL+DPL Fit has number densities similar to existing luminosity functions

at magnitudes up to MUV,i′ = −25.5 mag while under predicting number

densities by ∼ 0.3 dex at fainter magnitudes. The DPL+Schechter Fit has an

AGN faint-end slope that is among the steepest values published. The shape

of the galaxy bright end is consistent with model predictions where star for-

mation is more efficient at higher redshift due to increased gas densities.

• We measure ρ1500 by integrating the rest-frame UV luminosity function fits

and find that galaxies dominate the production of non-ionizing flux at z =

4 for both possible fits. Specifically, galaxies produce a factor of ∼90 more

non-ionizing UV output than AGNs according to the DPL+DPL Fit, while

the DPL+Schechter Fit predicts galaxies produce a factor of ∼19 more non-

ionizing UV output than AGNs.

• We convert the AGN ρ1500 to ρ912 and find AGNs do not produce enough

ionizing radiation to keep the universe ionized at z = 4 by themselves if the

AGN is truly represent by the DPL component in our DPL+DPL Fit. This sug-

gests AGNs are not the dominant contributor to cosmic reionization at earlier
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times. On the other hand, if the DPL+Schechter Fit is true, AGNs could alone

produce the ρ912 needed to maintain the ionized state of the universe at z = 4

and perhaps at earlier times.

Future work is needed to confirm the shape of the star-forming galaxy and

AGN luminosity functions, especially where they intersect. We discuss a simple

experiment to measure the relative number densities of AGNs and galaxy at lumi-

nosities where the respective luminosity functions intersect. Spectroscopic follow-

up of a sample of our z = 4 candidates in the MUV,i′ ∼-23.5 bin where our two fits

predict different AGNs to galaxies ratios is underway. Imaging from space-based

telescopes such as HST or JWST would facilitate a robust morphological classifica-

tion of our bright candidates. Other possibilities for distinguishing AGNs includ-

ing taking deeper X-ray imaging in the field and using JWST to measure mid-IR

SEDs (Kirkpatrick et al., 2012).
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Chapter 3

The NEWFIRM HETDEX Survey: Photometric Catalog and the

Quiescent Fraction of Massive Galaxies at z = 3− 5 in the SHELA

Field

3.1 Introduction

Understanding how massive galaxies build up their stellar mass and quench

star-formation is a central goal of the field of cosmological galaxy evolution. To ad-

equately constrain galaxy evolution models an unbiased census of massive galax-

ies over cosmic time is required.

In the local universe, theoretical models show passive spheroids are built up via

major and minor mergers and disk instabilities and make predictions that match

observational studies, which find 100% of the most massive galaxies are quenched

(e.g., Brennan et al., 2015). At z ∼ 2, deeper observational surveys have found only

a fraction of massive galaxies with quenched star formation (e.g., Kriek et al., 2006,

Muzzin et al., 2013, Stefanon et al., 2013, Brennan et al., 2015). The cosmological

hydrodynamic simulation, Illustris, contains two main pathways for the formation

of massive quiescent galaxies at z ∼ 2 including early formation when the universe

was denser and central star bursts from major mergers (Wellons et al., 2015). Both

paths lead to quenching via feedback from active galactic nuclei (AGNs). To make

the color distribution bimodality between red and blue galaxies found in Illus-

tris more inline with observations (Nelson et al., 2018), IllustrisTNG implemented
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faster and more efficient SMBH feedback at all masses and all times (Tacchella

et al., 2019).

Now, observers have definitive evidence that quiescent galaxies exist at z > 3

via near-IR spectroscopy (Glazebrook et al., 2017) and deep Atacama Large Mil-

limeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA) observations ruling out obscured star for-

mation (Santini et al., 2019). These galaxies not predicted to exist at z > 3 by the

latest theoretical models (e.g., Tacchella et al., 2019). Studies have grown the sam-

ple at higher redshifts (e.g., Dunlop et al., 2007, Marchesini et al., 2010, Muzzin

et al., 2013, Straatman et al., 2014, Spitler et al., 2014, Stefanon et al., 2015, David-

zon et al., 2017) but results vary widely. Variations are due to high-redshift passive

galaxies being rare and surveys observing small volumes, making it difficult to

obtain an unbiased census and tighten constraints on the models.

In this paper, we perform a systematic search for massive quiescent galax-

ies in the early universe (z = 3 − 5) with reduced counting errors and cosmic

variance by using deep multiwavelength imaging across a wide area within the

Spitzer/HETDEX Exploratory Large-Area (SHELA) field (Papovich et al., 2016).

SHELA is growing legacy field covering an area of ∼ 24 deg2 within the footprints

of the SDSS “Stripe 82” and the Hobby-Eberly Telescope Dark Energy Experiment

(HETDEX). HETDEX is measuring the effects of dark energy on the expansion rate

of the universe via the baryonic acoustic oscillation (BAO) scale length by measur-

ing spectroscopic redshifts of millions of Lyman-α emitting galaxies at z = 1.9−3.5.

The SHELA dataset includes deep (22.6 AB mag, 50% complete) 3.6 µm and 4.5 µm

imaging from Spitzer/IRAC (Papovich et al., 2016) and u′g′r′i′z′ imaging from the

Dark Energy Camera over 18 deg2 (DECam; Wold et al. 2019). We include in our
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analysis the VISTA J and Ks photometry from the VICS82 survey (Geach et al.,

2017).

Here we present the NEWFIRM HETDEX Survey1 (NHS), a 2.1 µm near-

infrared (NIR) imaging from NEWFIRM on the KPNO Mayall 4m Telescope.

NHS adds to SHELA a deep Ks-band survey (5σ K=22.7 mag AB in 2”-diameter

aperture) across 22 deg2 which is important for measuring robust star-formation

rates (SFR) by breaking the age-dust degeneracy. We present the NHS imaging and

photometric catalog, along with a catalog of galaxy properties from SED-fitting

for massive galaxies (M/M� > 1011) at z = 3 − 5. We provide the most robust

measurement of the fraction of massive galaxies (M/M� > 1011) that are quiescent

(SFR/M < 10−11 yr−1) at this epoch.

This paper is organized as follows. The NHS observation and survey strat-

egy are described in Section 3.2. The NHS data reduction, calibration, weighted

combination, and position-dependent modeling of the point spread function are

described in Section 3.3. NHS source cataloging including aperture photometry

and error estimation are described in Section 3.4. We describe the matching to the

ancillary datasets (i.e. IRAC, DECam, and VICS82) in Section 3.5. Our method for

deriving galaxy properties with eazy-py is described in Section 3.6. Sample selec-

tion, contamination estimation, measurement of the quiescent fraction is presented

in Section 3.7. The implications of our results are discussed in section 3.8. We sum-

marize our work and discuss future work in Section 3.9. Throughout this paper

we assume a Planck 2014 cosmology, with H0 = 67.8 km s−1 Mpc−1, ΩM = 0.307

and ΩΛ = 0.693 (Planck Collaboration et al., 2014). All magnitudes given are in the

AB system (Oke & Gunn, 1983).

1https://www.noao.edu/survey-archives/
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Figure 3.1: Layout of NHS NEWFIRM pointings (white squares; 27.6′ x 27.6′ field
of view) overplotted on the IRAC data (grey) and the DECam pointings (black;
the left-most two (of eight) DECam pointings are incompete with data forthcom-
ing) in the SHELA field. The NHS layout was designed to maximize the area of
overlap with the DECam pointings in∼99 of pointing. Ten additional overlapping
NEWFIRM pointings were observed in row D after the nominal exposure time (160
minutes) was reached in the initially planned 99 pointings.

3.2 Observations and Survey Strategy

We observed the SHELA Field with the Mayall 4m Telescope at Kitt Peak Na-

tional Observatory using the NOAO Extremely Wide-Field Infrared Imager (NEW-

FIRM) instrument and Ks broadband filter. Images were taken over 93 nights in

semesters 2014B, 2015B, 2016B, and 2017B under NOAO Survey Program #13B-

0236 (PI: Finkelstein).

The field was observed in a pattern of 109 tiled pointings in four rows that max-

imizes the area of overlap with the existing SHELA DECam observations (Wold

et al., 2019) in the field as shown in Figure 3.1. Each tile is labeled with a letter

(A-D) and a number(0-28). The letter indicates the row (row A having the high-

est declination and D the lowest). And the number indicates the position in R.A.

starting at 1 for tile in the row with the lowest R.A. The tiles overlap each other

by about 1 arcmin. After the nominal exposure time was reached in the initially

planned 99 pointings, an additional 10 pointings were added in row D to fill in the

gaps between the large circular DECam pointings where they do not overlap.
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To reach the target depth of K=22.7 mag across the field, an exposure time of 160

minutes per pointing was planned. Each exposure was 60 seconds in length made

up of 6 coadditions of 10 seconds. To minimize overheads and permit timely focus

adjustments due to truss temperature changes, exposures were run in 5 batches of

32 60-second exposures by automated scripts.

The NEWFIRM detector is comprised of four, 2048 x 2048 ORION InSb arrays

with localized responsivity defects and a pixel scale of 0.4′′/pixel. The field of view

is 27.6′ x 27.6′including a 35 ′′ wide cross-shaped gap between the four detectors.

To bridge the cosmetic defects and the gap between detectors, each exposure was

taken after random dithering within a 1′ x 1′ square.

The initial 99 pointings were observed for at least 160 minutes and for as longs

as 399 minutes with a median of 166 minutes. The cause for some pointings being

observed for longer than the nominal 160 minutes was observing in poor seeing

conditions, which was either noticed in real time at the telescope or when stacking

images at the end of each year produced stacks not achieving the nominal depth.

The supplemental 10 pointings were observed for between 64 and 132 minutes

with pairs of supplemental pointings overlapping by 60%. The median and stan-

dard deviation of the exposure time of non-suplemental pointings are 154 minutes

and 45 minutes, respectively, and the distribution of the exposure time of all tiles

is plotted in the right panel of Figure 3.4. A fraction of frames were not usable due

to poor weather conditions like cirrus cloud.
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3.3 Image Reduction

3.3.1 Data Reduction and Calibration

The NEWFIRM exposures were processed by the NOAO NEWFIRM calibra-

tion pipeline. A detailed description of the NEWFIRM calibration pipeline reduc-

tion procedure can be found in the NOAO Data Handbook on the NOAO website2,

however, we provide a brief summary of the procedure here. First, the NEWFIRM

images were calibrated using calibration exposures taken during the observing

runs. The main calibration steps included artifact flagging, dark correction, linear-

ity correction, flat-fielding, and sky subtraction. Next, the images were astrometri-

cally calibrated with 2MASS reference images. Finally, the images were remapped

to a grid where each pixel is a square with a side length of 0.4 arcsec.

The NOAO NEWFIRM calibration pipeline data products for the SHELA field

used here were downloaded from the NOAO Science Archive3. The data prod-

ucts included the remapped science images and their associated data quality maps

(DQMs).

We inspected the quality and usefulness of every individual exposure with

special attention given to the images flagged in the observers log as potentially

problematic. Images were removed because of artifacts due to dew on the filter-

housing window, elongated sources due to loss of the guide star or wind shake of

the telescope trusses, triangular PSFs due to loss of air pressure in the mirror sup-

porting airbags, irregular structure in the background, and the erroneous masking

of bright stars by the cosmic ray detection in the calibration pipeline.

2http://ast.noao.edu/data/docs
3http://archive.noao.edu/
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During inspection, some pointings were found to have a number of exposures

with corners exhibiting fluxes well above the typical background level as in the rest

of the image. To prevent omitting the entire image, we flagged each image with

a “bright corner," created a maximum-combined image of those images aligned in

pixel-space, and flagged by eye the pixels in a region encompassing all the pixels

in the “bright corner". Flagged pixels were recorded in the DQMs. This was re-

peated for each pointing as necessary. The pointings with masked “bright corners"

include: A8, A11, A25, B17, C14, C16, D6, and D10.3.

3.3.2 Image Stacking

The remapped images that passed the visual inspection were combined us-

ing the PyRAF4 imcombine function and a weighted mean procedure optimized

for point-sources. The weighting of each image is a function of the seeing, trans-

parency, and sky brightness and is defined by Equation A3 in Gawiser et al. (2006)

as

wPS
i =

(
factori

scalei × rmsi

)2

, (3.1)

where scalei is the image transparency (defined as the median brightness of the

bright unsaturated stars after normalizing the brightness measurement of each star

by its median brightness across all exposures), rmsi is the root mean square of the

fluctuations in background pixels, and factori is defined as

factori = 1− exp

(
− 1.3

FWHM2
stack

FWHM2
i

)
, (3.2)

4http://www.stsci.edu/institute/software_hardware/pyraf
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where FWHMstack is the median FWHM of bright unsaturated stars in an un-

weighted stacked image and FWHMi is the median FWHM of bright unsaturated

stars in each individual exposure.

The seeing and transparency measurements were determined using a prelimi-

nary source catalog generated for each resampled image using the Source Extrac-

tor5 software package (Bertin & Arnouts, 1996). The stars were selected from the

stellar locus in the flux versus half-light radius parameter space and were required

to appear in 80% of the exposures per pointing. The aperture used to measure the

brightness was the aperture that collects 99% of a star’s light as determined by

the curve of growth technique which involves measuring the flux within circular

apertures of increasing size. We quantify the sky background in each exposure by

calculating the standard deviation from zero of the negative flux values measured

in 2"-diameter apertures randomly positioned across the image.

To determine the AB zero-point magnitudes we first determined the aperture

enclosing 70% of the light from a point source, using the curve of growth technique

on a stacked image of 50 stars in the final image. Then we compared the aperture-

corrected NEWFIRM instrumental AB magnitudes to that of the Vega magnitudes

in the 2MASS catalog after converting 2MASS Vega magnitude to AB and correct-

ing for the filter differences between 2MASS Ks and NEWFIRM K. The zeropoint

magnitude calcuated for tile D1 is shown in Figure 3.2 as an example.

To calculate the AB−Vega magnitude offset for filter X, we start with

mX −mX,ref = −2.5 log

∫
dνTX(ν)Sν/hν∫

dνTX(ν)Sν(ref)/hν
, (3.3)

5Version 2.25.0; https://www.astromatic.net/software/sextractor
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Figure 3.2: Zero-point offset between 2MASS Ks and NHS Ks for bright stars in
stacked image tile D1. Each tile has many bright unsaturated stars that were used
to determine the zero-point offset.

where TX(ν) is the X filter transmission function and Sν is the source function.

When converting from Vega to AB the reference source function is a flat spectrum

with Sν(ref)=3600 Jy, such that

mX = mAB − 2.5 log

∫
dνTX(ν)Sν/hν∫
dνTX(ν)/hν

, (3.4)

where,

mAB = −48.6 mag (3.5)

for when Sν is in units of erg s−1 cm−2 Hz−1. With mX,V ega ≡ 0, the magnitude off-

sets for 2MASS Ks = 1.8624 mag. To correct for the filter differences we calculated

the AB-Vega magnitude offset from NEWFIRM Ks (1.8763 mag) took the differ-

ence between the offsets (0.013 mag), which was added to the To put the 2MASS K
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AB magnitudes into the NEWFIRM Ks magnitude system, we calculated the AB-

Vega magnitude offset from NEWFIRM Ks (1.8763 mag) and added the difference

(0.0138 mag) to the 2MASS K AB magnitudes.

The final NHS stacked images are hosted on the NOAO Survey Archive6. The

stacked images for tile B14 is shown in Figure 3.3. Overall the image quality is

good. The FWHM or seeing, the 5-σ depth in an ∼2”-diameter aperture, and the

maximum exposure time is plotted in the three panels of Figure 3.4 and the median

(standard deviation) for the 99 non-supplemental tiles are 1.17” (0.19”), 22.78 mag

(0.26 mag), and 154 minutes (45 minutes), respectively.

3.3.3 Modeling Position-Dependent Point Spread Functions

The stacked images have non-uniform point spread function sizes due to many

factors like evolving seeing conditions and truss temperature which affects the

telescope’s focus. Even within individual stacked images, the PSF was found to

6https://www.noao.edu/survey-archives/

Figure 3.3: Left: A single one-minute NEWFIRM exposure of tile B14 in the NHS.
Center: The stacked image of tile B14. Right: Zoom-in ∼5′ x ∼5′cutout of tile B14
stacked image. The stacked images are a combination of dithered single exposures
and therefore have relatively smooth backgrounds, data filling the cross-shaped
detector gap seen in the single exposures, and very few flagged pixels. They over-
lap neighboring tiles by at least 1′.
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Figure 3.4: The FWHM or seeing (left), 5-σ depth in an ∼2”-diameter aperture
(center), and maximum exposure time (right) for each NHS tile (blue). The distri-
bution of the 10 supplemental tiles are highlighted in green. The median of each
distribution is plotted as a vertical orange dashed line. The majority of tiles have
5-σ depths within one standard deviation of the target depth (Ks = 22.7 mag).

vary smoothly. We modeled the PSF variations as a function of position in the

images to obtain the most accurate aperture corrections to correct circular aper-

ture fluxes to total fluxes. This allows for the reporting of the highest S/N flux

measurements in the source catalog discussed in Section 4.

We model the spatially variable PSF in each stacked iamge using the PSF Ex-

tractor7 (PSFEx) software package (Bertin, 2011). This software is well documented

and we follow the default procedure described in the documentation. Here we

summarize the process. The software takes as input Source Extractor catalogs

that include for each detection small sub-images or “vignette", centroid coordi-

nates, half-light radius, Signal-to-noise ratio in a Gaussian window, flux measured

through a fixed aperture, flux uncertainty, object elongation, and extraction flags.

For Source Extractor to generate reasonable flux uncertainties, an rms image for

the stacked images was needed. We created an rms image per stacked image using

the science, DQM, and exposure time map images. The rms image has values that

are the inverse square of the exposure time map with the values scaled such that

7Version 3.18.2; http://www.astromatic.net/software/psfex
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the median value of the resulting rms map equals the sigma-clipped (3σ, 2 itera-

tions) standard deviation of pixel values in the science image where the exposure

time is equal to the median value and pixels contain no flux from objects. Objects

are located using a segmentation map from a preliminary run of Source Extractor

on each stacked image.

The PSFEx input catalog was created by running Source Extractor on each

stacked image twice. Once to determine the pixel saturation level by finding the

maximum pixel flux value in the brightest star selected visually from the flux ver-

sus half-light radius plot stellar locus below the turn-off due to saturation. And

then once with the gain and SATUR_LEVEL keywords set to produce the binary

fits catalog to be passed to PSFEx. The image gain was calculated as the average ex-

posure time per pixel multiplied by the instrumental gain (8 electrons per ADU).

The vignette size was set to 45 pixels by 45 pixels and the following keywords

were set to the values in the parentheses for this exercise: DETECT_MINAREA (6),

DETECT_THRESH (1.3), ANALYSIS_THRESH (1.3), DEBLEND_NTHRESH (32),

DEBLEND_MINCONT (0.005), CLEAN (Y), and CLEAN_PARAM (1.0).

We ran PSFEx on each stacked image with BASIS TYPE = PIXEL which models

the PSF in pixel space as a linear combination of a limited number of known basis

functions. We use BASIS NUMBER=31, indicating only the central 31x31 pixels of

each source vignette is used in the modeling. A 30-pixel-diameter aperture was

used for normalizing the amplitude of the PSF model. We ran PSFEx with a range

of maximum polynomial degree of the PSF variation model (n=2-8) and found

the degree at which the χ2 goodness of fit was minimized for each stacked image

independently. We list the non-default parameter values used in the PSFEx runs

in Table 3.1.
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Table 3.1: Non-default PSFEx configuration parameters used

Parameter Value

BASIS_TYPE PIXEL

BASIS_NUMBER 31

PSF_SAMPLING 1

PSF_SIZE 31,31

3.4 Source Cataloging

We used Source Extractor in one image mode for source detection and extrac-

tion. The values of the Source Extractor parameters used are listed in Table 3.2.

We selected the optimal values of Source Extractor parameters DETECT_THRESH

and MINAREA by considering the recovery fraction of simulated sources injected

into the stacked images and the false positive fraction. This process is described in

Section 3.4.1. The source flux errors were estimated empirically (Section 3.4.2) and

were used to find the aperture size that maximizes the S/N in each stacked image.

Aperture corrections for the optimal aperture were determined using the position

dependent PSF models (Sections 3.4.3-3.4.4). Because the stacked images overlap

on the sky, we have combined the fluxes of sources in the overlap regions with a

weighted mean in our final catalog (Section 3.4.5).
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Table 3.2: Relevant Source Extractor configuration parameters used

Parameter Value

DETECT_MINAREA 5

DETECT_THRESH 1.0

ANALYSIS_THRESH 1.0

DEBLEND_NTHRESH 32

DEBLEND_MINCONT 0.005

CLEAN Y

CLEAN_PARAM 1.0

BACK_SIZE 64

BACK_FILTERSIZE 3

3.4.1 Survey Completeness

We selected the optimal values of Source Extractor parameters DE-

TECT_THRESH and MINAREA for our stacked images by injecting mock

point-sources into our images and calculating the fraction that is recovered

by Source Extractor. We inserted 50,000 mock point-sources into each stacked

image using the modeled PSF from PSFEx (Section :psfex) at random positions

without falling inside the isophotes of real objects by a conservative estimate.

Mock sources were assigned magnitudes chosen randomly from a lognormal

distribution in the range K =14.75-24.5 mag.
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The recovery fraction was calculated as the number of mock sources recovered

divided by the total number of mock sources per input magnitude bin. The false

positive fraction was calculated by counting the number of false positive divided

by the number of sources in the stacked image per magnitude bin. The number of

false positive in the stacked images was determined by multiplying the image by

negative unity and ran through Source Extractor to detect significant noise fluctu-

ations.

The recovery and false positive fractions were calculated using combinations of

DETECT_THRESH and MINAREA with ranges (0.7-1.6) and (3-12), respectively.

Figure 3.5 shows the recovery and false positive fractions for field B14. We se-

lected the combination that had a spurious fraction below 10% and a recovery

fraction above 50% in the faintest magnitude bin for most of the stacked images.

This analysis led to the final selected combination of DETECT_THRESH=1.0 and

MINAREA=5, which we used for all stacked images.

We compare the number counts in ourKs-band NHS catalog to values from the

literature in Figure 3.6. We find our number counts to be in excellent agreement

with the deeper near-infrared survey UltraVISTA (McCracken et al., 2012) which

covers 1.6 deg2 to a depth of 23.8 mag (Muzzin et al., 2013). Our number counts

are also consistent with the number counts from the VICS82 survey (Geach et al.,

2017) which covers ∼ 150 deg2 to a depth of 20.9 mag.

3.4.2 Error Estimates

We estimated photometric uncertainties in the stacked images by fitting the

image noise in apertures as a function of pixels per aperture, N , following the pro-

cedure described in Section 2.4 of Stevans et al. (2018) and based on the procedure
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Figure 3.5: Recovery and spurious fraction for a set of Source Extractor selection
parameter combinations (see legend) in tile B14. The recovery fraction can be
greater than 1.0 due to spurious sources. We selected the combination that had
a spurious fraction below 10% and a recovery fraction above 50% in the faintest
magnitude bin for most of the stacked images. The selected combination was DE-
TECT_THRESH=1.0 and MINAREA=5, which we used for all stacked images for
consistency.
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Figure 3.6: The differential number counts of all sources detected in NHS Ks with
Poisson error bars, not corrected for completeness. We compare the counts to those
measured in the deeper near-infrared survey UltraVISTA (Muzzin et al., 2013)
and the wider near-infrared survey VICS82 (Geach et al., 2017). The reported 5-
σ depths of NHS, UltraVISTA, and VICS82 are shown as the solid, dashed, and
dot-dashed lines, respectively. The NHS number counts show excellent agreement
with UltraVISTA and VICS82 where they overlap between Ks = 17 mag and the
NHS 5-σ depth (Ks = 22.7 mag).
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of Papovich et al. (2016) (see also Labbé et al., 2002, Gawiser et al., 2006, Quadri

et al., 2007, Whitaker et al., 2011). Our procedure differs in the following ways.

We randomly positioned 50,000 non-overlapping, circular apertures on unflagged

pixels absent of source flux (i.e. avoiding source footprints in the segmentation

maps from Source Extractor). We fit a parameterized function to the noise in an

aperture of N pixels, σN , with only two free parameters as,

σN = σ1αN
β, (3.6)

where σ1 is the pixel-to-pixel standard deviation in the sky background, and α and

β are free parameters. An example of the fitted background noise fluctuations in

tile C24 is show in Figure 3.7.

3.4.3 Optimal Aperture Sizes for Aperture Photometry

After measuring each stacked image’s unique noise properties, we found the

optimal aperture size per stacked image by finding the aperture size with the max-

imum S/N. We plotted the S/N as a function of aperture size for sources in each

magnitude bin and noted the aperture size with highest S/N in each magnitude

bin and selected the mode aperture size. The median optimal aperture diameter

was 1.3” with a standard deviation of 0.20”. The distribution of optimal aperture

diameter is plotted in Figure 3.8.

3.4.4 Localized Photometric Aperture Corrections

We used the PSF model to calculate the localized aperture corrections for the

optimal aperture size per stacked image. The aperture corrections were calculated
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Figure 3.7: Parameterized fits to background noise fluctuations, σN , in an aper-
ture of N pixels plotted as a function of the aperture radius in pixels for all NHS
tiles (colored lines). The dot-dashed black line shows the relation assuming un-
correlated pixels, σN ∼

√
N . The dashed black line shows the relation assuming

perfectly correlated pixels (σN ∼ N ; Quadri et al., 2007). Our fits are in the par-
tially correlated regime. We use these parameterized fits to estimate source flux
uncertainties in the NHS catalog.
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Figure 3.8: Distribution of optimal aperture diameters for all NHS pointings. The
median optimal aperture diameter was 1.3” with a standard deviation of 0.20”.

using the curve of growth technique on the model PSFs (Section ??) at 64 evenly

spaced positions in a square grid across the image.

3.4.5 Combining catalogs of overlapping stacked images

The stacked images overlapped their neighboring tiles by 1-2′ on all sides,

therefore some sources will exist in 2-4 stacked image catalogs. We combined du-

plicate sources for the the final catalog. Any source within 0.6′′ of a source in an-

other catalog was combined using a weighted mean combination, weighted by the

inverse of the squared empirical error.
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3.5 Matching to Ancillary Datasets

3.5.1 IRAC data reduction and photometry

As discussed below, we wish to enhance the validity of our z = 4 galaxy sample

by including IRAC photometry in our galaxy sample selection. While we could al-

low this by position-matching the published Spitzer/IRAC catalog from Papovich

et al. (2016) to our NEWFIRM catalog, this is not optimal for two reasons. First, the

Papovich et al. (2016) catalog is IRAC-detected, and so only includes sources with

significant IRAC flux, while for our purposes, even a non-detection in IRAC can

be useful for calculating a photometric redshift. Second, this catalog uses aper-

tures defined on the positions and shapes of the IRAC sources, while the larger

PSF of the IRAC data results in significant blending, which is a larger issue at

fainter magnitudes, where we expect to find the bulk of our sources of interest.

For these reasons, we apply the Tractor image modeling code (Lang et al., 2016a;b)

to perform “forced photometry", which employs prior measurements of source po-

sitions and surface brightness profiles from a high-resolution band to model and

fit the fluxes of the source in the remaining bands, splitting the flux in overlapping

objects into their respective sources. We specifically use the Tractor to optimize the

likelihood for the photometric properties of NEWFIRM Ks-band sources in each

of IRAC 3.6 and 4.5 µm bands given initial information on the source and image

parameters. The input image parameters of IRAC 3.6 and 4.5 µm images include

a noise model, a point spread function (PSF) model, image astrometric calibration

described by World Coordinate System (WCS), and calibration information (the

“sky noise" or rms of the image background). The input source parameters in-

clude the NEWFIRM source positions, brightness, and surface brightness profile
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shapes (effective radius, position angle, and axis ratio). The Tractor proceeds by

rendering a model of a galaxy or a point source convolved with the image PSF

model at each IRAC band and then performs a linear least-square fit for source

fluxes such that the sum of source fluxes is closest to the actual image pixels, with

respect to the noise model.

We model the surface brightness profile of NEWFIRM Ks-band sources using

the same method as implemented in Wold et al. (2019) for the IRAC forced pho-

tometry of DECam-selected sources. We refer the reader to Wold et al. for the

full description of surface brightness profile modeling (Section 4.2) and the pho-

tometric error estimates (Section 4.3). Here we briefly summarize how we use the

Tractor to perform forced photometry on IRAC images for NEWFIRM Ks-band

selected sources below.

We begin with using the fluxes and surface brightness profile shape parameters

measured in our NEWFIRM Ks-band image as our initial high-resolution model.

We then use an empirical IRAC point-response functions (PRFs) for the 3.6 and 4.5

µm images (full-width at half maximum (FWHM) of 1.′′97 and 1.′′99 from Gaussian

fits to the 3.6 and 4.5 µm PRFs, respectively) to model each source. The construc-

tion of the IRAC PRF is described in Papovich et al. (2016) (Section 3.4). As in

Wold et al (2019) , we apply the scaling factor of 0.265 and 0.287 to 3.6 and 4.5 µm

weighted images, respectively to generate the rms maps for the Tractor forced pho-

tometry procedure. These rms maps result in the median photometric error out-

put from the Tractor roughly matched with those measured in 6′′-diameter aper-

tures, corrected to total, obtained from the published Spitzer/IRAC catalog (Pa-

povich et al., 2016). For each NEWFIRM source, we extract an IRAC image cutout

(20′′ × 20′′) and measure its IRAC fluxes with three brightness profiles: a point
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source profile, an exponential profile (equivalent to a Sérsic profile with n = 1),

and deVaucouleurs profile (equivalent to a Sérsic profile with n = 4). The Tractor

simultaneously modeled and optimized the sources of interest and neighboring

sources within the cutout. Finally, the Tractor provide the measurement IRAC flux

of each NEWFIRM source with the lowest reduced chi-squared value, χ2
red. In our

final output catalog of IRAC forced photometry, we use IRAC fluxes based on the

optimized model profile (those with the lowest χ2
red among the three brightness

profiles).

We validate the Tractor-based IRAC fluxes by comparing the fluxes of isolated

sources (no neighbors within 4′′) to the published Spitzer/IRAC catalog from Pa-

povich et al. (2016). For both bands, we find good agreement with a bias offset of

δm = 0.05 mag and a scatter of 0.15 mag down to m = 22 mag.

3.5.2 DECam data reduction and photometry

In addition to perform the forced photometry using NEWFIRM Ks-band cat-

alog and IRAC images, we also use the Tractor to optimize the likelihood for the

photometric properties of NEWFIRM Ks-band sources in all five DECam ugriz

bands (Wold et al., 2019). The input image parameters of five ugriz-band im-

ages include empirical DECam PSFs, astrometric calibration, and sky noise for the

ugriz-band images in four DECam tiles (B3, B4, B5, and B6). We apply scaling

factors to the DECam weighted image in each band and tile to generate the rms

map for the Tractor forced photometry procedure. We then use the same method

as described in Section 3.5.1 and Wold et al. (2019) to model the brightness pro-

file and estimate photometric errors. In our final output catalog of DECam forced

photometry, we use DECam fluxes based on the optimized model profile.
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We validate the Tractor-based IRAC fluxes by comparing the fluxes of isolated

sources (no neighbors within 4′′) to the published the ugriz-band DECam catalogs

for the Spitzer/SHELA survey (Wold et al., 2019). For u, g, r, i, z bands, we find

good agreement with a median bias offset of δm = [0.04, 0.03, 0.06, 0.05, 0.04] mag

and a scatter of [0.14, 0.13, 0.11, 0.09, 0.10] mag down to m = 26 mag. (see Wold

et al., 2019, for the FWHMs from Gaussian fits to the five ugriz-bands and four

tiles).

3.5.3 Position-matching to VICS82

The VISTA-CFHT Stripe 82 Near-infrared Survey8 (VICS82; Geach et al. 2017)

covers ∼85% of the optical imaging footprint in our field with J = 21.3 mag and

Ks = 20.9 mag imaging. The J-band data adds a missing wavelength to our cata-

log, and theKs-band data, while∼2 magnitudes shallower than our NHSKs-band

data, adds an independent measurement. We position-matched our source catalog

to the publicly available February 2017 version of the VICS82 catalog (Geach et al.,

2017). The matching radius used was 1.2′′.

On inspection of the difference in magnitude between VICS82 Ks and 2MASS

Ks and between VICS82 Ks and our NEWFIRM Ks (Figure 3.9; left panel), we

found a locus of sources with ∆mag offsets ∼0.3-3 mag (green markers). A similar

feature was found when comparing the VICS82 J source magnitudes to that of

2MASS J . We inspected the VICS82 science and weight map images at the position

of some of these offset sources and found weight map pixel values of zero near the

centers of the objects leading to underestimated fluxes. We removed any VICS82

flux measurement where the minimum weight map pixel value within the 3x3

8http://stri-cluster.herts.ac.uk/vics82/
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pixels of the center of the object is zero in either J or Ks. This led to the removal of

1% of VICS82 measurements of NHS counterparts.

The February 2017 version of the VICS82 catalog contained no source error es-

timates. An indirect error estimate was contained in the Gaussian-weighted S/N

column, but these errors would be inappropriate for aperture photometry. To es-

timate the errors of VICS82 flux measurements we assigned errors based on the

VICS82-NHS standard deviation as a function of VICS82 Ks mag. We fitted the

standard deviation from K=17-21.5 mag using the function α ∗ STDDEV β , where

α and β are free parameters, after normalizing by the standard deviation in the

mag=17 bin. For the J band, we adopted the Ks-band error function because we

did not have an independent J-band catalog. The VICS82 catalog says the J-band

images are deeper thanKs, so our J errors are conservatively large. The right panel

of Figure 3.9 shows the estimated flux errors assigned to VICS82 J and Ks fluxes

as a function of magnitude along with the resulting signal-to-noise ratio. The 5-

depths are J = Ks = 20.75 mag, which is similar to the depths from the VICS82

catalog (J = 21.3 mag and Ks = 20.9 mag).

3.6 Galaxy Properties from eazy-py

Following Stevans et al. (2018), the non-negative source fluxes were corrected

for Galactic extinction using the color excessE(B−V ) measurements by Schlafly &

Finkbeiner (2011). We obtainedE(B−V ) values using the Galactic Dust Reddening

and Extinction application on the NASA/IPAC Infrared Science Archive (IRAS)

website9. We queried IRAS for E(B-V) values (the mean value within a 5′ radius)

for a grid of points across the SHELA field. The grid has 120 values in RA ranging

9http://irsa.ipac.caltech.edu/applications/DUST/
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Figure 3.9: Left: Magnitude difference between NHS NEWFIRM Ks and VICS82
Ks for point sources (blue) with the sigma-clipped median and standard devia-
tions (orange). A locus of sources with significant offsets is seen (green) with the
sigma-clipped median and standard deviations (black). A similar locus is seen
when comparing VICS82 J to 2MASS J . Center: Magnitude difference between
NHS NEWFIRM Ks and 2MASS Ks with the same sources as in the left panel plot-
ted (when detected in 2MASS). The sources in the offset locus in the left panel
show no offset between NEWFIRM Ks and 2MASS Ks. No filter offsets have been
applied in these figures. In our catalog, we flagged VICS82 fluxes in the offset lo-
cus by identifying sources with weight map pixel values of zero within the central
3x3 pixels. Right: Our derived flux errors assigned to VICS82 J and Ks fluxes as a
function of magnitude (orange line) along with the resulting signal-to-noise ratio
(red line). The resulting 5-sigma depths are J = Ks = 20.75 mag, which are consis-
tent with the depths reported for the VICS82 catalog (J = 21.3 mag and Ks = 20.9
mag) in Geach et al. (2017).
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from 13◦-25◦ and 50 values in Declination ranging from -1.◦25 to 1.◦25. The median

E(B − V ) was 0.269±0.007 (minimum:0.0159, maximum: 0.1004). The E(B − V )

value of the grid point closest to each source was assigned. The Cardelli et al.

(1989) Milky Way reddening curve parameterized by RV = 3.1 was used to derive

the corrections at each band’s central wavelength.

In the catalog, we include photometric redshifts and galaxy properties for z =

3 − 5 galaxies selected for our study of the quiescent fraction. We measured pho-

tometric redshifts and galaxy physical properties (e.g., stellar mass, star forma-

tion rate, rest-frame colors) by running the full photometry catalog through the

publicly available software package eazy-py10 which is based on the EAZY code

(Brammer et al., 2008). Eazy-py finds the linear combination of 12 Flexible Stellar

Population Synthesis (FSPS) templates (Conroy et al., 2009, Conroy & Gunn, 2010)

which minimizes the χ2 with the data.

The non-default configuration parameters we use to run eazy-py are listed in

Table 3.3. We run eazy-py with flat priors because we are exploring a volume

and parameter space larger than existing surveys and simulations, which could

bias solutions for high redshift massive galaxies to lower redshifts. We use tem-

plates from ‘templates/fsps_full/tweak_fsps_QSF_12_v3.param’ which utilize a

Chabrier (2003) initial mass function, Kriek & Conroy (2013) dust law, and solar

metallicity. The templates include a range of galaxy types (e.g., star-forming, qui-

escent, dusty) and realistic star formation histories (SFH; e.g., slowly rising, slowly

falling, and bursty).

10Version 0.2.0-16-g6ab4498; https://github.com/gbrammer/eazy-py
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Table 3.3: Non-default eazy-py configuration parameters used

Parameter Value

Z_MAX 12

Z_STEP 0.01

SYS_ERROR 0.1

APPLY_PRIOR False

CAT_HAS_EXTCORR False

MW_EBV 0

To validate the photometric redshifts we compare them to 4,513 spectroscopic

redshifts that exist in the field from SDSS DR12 (Figure 3.10) and we find good

agreement for objects without extended and complex structure (e.g., spiral arms),

which our photometry extraction is not optimized to do. We find a median off-

set of δz/1 + zspec = 0.009, normalized median absolute standard deviation of

σNMAD = 0.04, and a 5xσNMAD outlier fraction of < 5%. A small population of

41 objects with zspec < 1 are measured with zphot > 4, which we find is due to an

error in measuring accurate fluxes for bright objects with complex structures and

not due to random error. These objects are brighter than our brightest candidate

z > 3 galaxies (Ks < 18.3 mag), and zero of the 730 fainter objects in the zspec

sample are fit with zphot > 4, so it is unlikely that objects like these (selected for

spectroscopic observations with SDSS) are contaminating our entire high-z galaxy

sample. Fainter objects have lower signal-to-noise ratios and therefore have more
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Figure 3.10: Photometric redshifts compared to spectroscopic redshifts from SDSS
DR12 for 4,513 objects. We find good agreement for objects that have Ks mag-
nitudes in the Ks-magnitude range of our candidate z = 3 − 5 galaxy sample
(Ks > 18.3 mag) implying our sample is free from contamination from objects like
those observed in SDSS. The 42 outliers in the left panel are due to poor modeling
of extended-source structures like spiral arms leading to incorrect optical fluxes
(see discussion in Section 3.6).

photometric scatter, so one would expect fainter objects to scatter to higher zphot

more often if the population with zspec < 1 and measured with zphot > 4 is due

to random error. On inspection of the photometry of the sample with zspec < 1

and a fitted zphot > 4, we see complex structure like spiral arms and bars, which

are not properly fit by the more simple light-profile models used with our pho-

tometry measuring code Tractor (See Section 3.5). Considering that the rest of the

sample with zspec < 1, especially those with fainter fluxes (K > 18.3 mag) and

simpler structures, have measured zphot that are consistent with zspec, we therefore

conclude our zphots are reliable for the scientific aims of this paper.

We estimated our mass completeness limit empirically, following the procedure

by Pozzetti et al. (2010) (see also Ilbert et al. 2013, Davidzon et al. 2013). For each
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galaxy, we found the mass it would need to have to be observed at the Ks limiting

magnitude, Klim, as:

log Mlim = log M− 0.4(Klim −K) (3.7)

where Mlim is the mass completeness limit, M is the measured mass, and Ks is

the measured Ks-band magnitude. In each redshift bin, the N% Mlim is defined

as the Nth percentile Mlim. We found a 90% Mlim of log M/M� = 11.2±0.1 and

an 80% Mlim of log M/M� = 11.1±0.1 across all redshifts bins for our full galaxy

sample. We restricted our analysis to galaxies with log M/M� > 11, which is

roughly consistent the 80% Mlim within the errorbars.

3.7 Quiescent fraction of z=3-5 galaxies

3.7.1 Photometric Redshift Selection

We selected z = 3 − 5 galaxies using criteria based on photometric cuts and

properties of the photometric redshift (zphot) probability distribution function

(zPDF) similar to the procedure outlined by Finkelstein et al. (2015). Specifically,

we required a 5-σ or greater detection significance in Ks, a 2-σ or greater detection

significance in IRAC 3.6 µm, and a u′-band S/N < 2 as the Lyman break falls

red-ward of the u′-band in galaxy SEDs at z > 3. We also required a measurement

(but not necessarily a detection) in all 5 optical DECam bands to ensure reliable

zphot. We applied the following three selection criteria based on the zphot fitting:

1. the peak of the zPDF must fall between 3 ≤ z < 5,
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2. the integral of the normalized zPDF between 3 ≤ z < 5 must be greater than

or equal to 0.6, which ensures a majority of the zPDF integrated probability

is in the redshift range of interest,

3. the best-fitting template from eazy-py has a χ2 < 50.

The χ2 cut was introduced based on the results of contamination simulations de-

scribed in Section 3.7.2.

We inspected the images and zphot fits for the 950 Ks-band-brightest sources

which satisfy our sample selection criteria for spurious sources down to K = 20.1

mag. We flagged 48 sources due to diffraction spikes, extremely bright neighbors

biasing the Tractor background estimation, etc.

In Figure 3.11 and Figure 3.12 we display the photometric images (left), the

best-fitting templates with the photometry (center), and the zPDF (right) for six

representative massive z = 3−5 galaxy candidates. Figure 3.11 shows three objects

that are classified as star-forming galaxies with log sSFR/yr−1 > -11. The quality

of the fits is excellent for most objects with the best-fitting templates (blue line)

intersecting the highest S/N photometry (black and gray squares) and the zPDF

exhibiting a strong single peak at z = 3− 5, represented by the first two examples

in Figure 3.11. In some cases, as in the bottom panel of Figure 3.11, the zPDF can

appear wider and with a small secondary peak at lower z. This is likely due to the

redder optical colors being consistent with a less pronounced Lyman break in the

high-z solution and with a Balmer break in the low-z solution. These three objects

satisfy our zPDF selection criteria described above, which rules out objects with

large secondary low-z peaks.

Figure 3.12 shows three objects that are classified as z = 3− 5 quiescent galaxy

candidates with log sSFR/yr−1 < -11. The best-fitting templates (blue line) in-
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Figure 3.11: The photometric images (left), the best-fitting templates with the
photometry (center), and the zPDF (right) for three representative massive, star-
forming, z = 3 − 5 galaxy candidates. We show two objects with single-peaked
zPDF indicating strong high-z candidates. The bottom panel shows an object with
redder optical colors which is consistent with a Balmer break at low-z with a low
probability. Our zPDF selection requires high-z solutions to be strongly preferred
over low-z solutions.
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Figure 3.12: The photometric images (left), the best-fitting templates with the pho-
tometry (center), and the zPDF (right) for three representative massive, quiescent,
z = 3−5 galaxy candidates. The first two objects are strong high-z fits with a small
secondary peak at low-z. The bottom example objects is a three band detection,
which leads to a wider zPDF and more uncertainty on the zphot. Like in Figure
3.11 these objects satisfy our zPDF selection that requires high-z solutions to be
strongly preferred over low-z solutions.
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tersects the highest S/N photometry (black and gray squares) for most quiescent

objects in our sample. In some cases, as in the first two examples in Figure 3.12,

there may smaller secondary peaks in the zPDF at z < 1. When the only the red-

dest three bands (Ks, 3.6 µm, and 4.5 µm) have significant detection (S/N > 2),

as in the bottom panel of Figure 3.12, the zPDF can be wide, indicating larger un-

certainty on the zphot. Our selection criteria, based on the zPDF, requires high-z

solutions to be strongly preferred over low-s solutions.

3.7.2 Contamination simulations

We estimated and reduced the amount of low-redshift interloper contamination

in our sample by creating mock photometry for likely contaminants and tracking

which mock sources satisfied our selection criteria following the procedure by Ste-

vans et al. (2018) (also see, Finkelstein et al. 2015). The process involves selecting

bright low-z galaxies, dimming and perturbing their fluxes, and running them

through the zPDF-based selection process. First, we selected low-z objects to dim

by requiring that they are brighter inKs than our brightest final sample candidates

(14 < K < 18.5), have no missing data, have a χ2 < 100, and have a zphot = 0.5−1.5

(these bounds are informed by the redshift distribution of simulated sources that

passed the zPDF-based selection process in a preliminary 10,000-source simula-

tion). Then we dimmed their fluxes to produce a flat distribution in Ks that spans

the range of values in our candidate sample (18.5 < K < 23). Then we perturbed

the photometry of each dimmed source in a three-step process: 1. find the error

values in all bands from a candidate galaxy with a similar Ks mag (plus or minus

0.125 mag), 2. create Gaussian distributions with the widths set to the selected

object errors, 3. draw from the Gaussian distributions the amount by which the
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dimmed fluxes are additively perturbed per band. We then assigned errors to the

dimmed and perturbed fluxes by drawing the error values in all bands from a

candidate galaxy with a similar Ks mag (plus or minus 0.125 mag).

Because the VICS82 survey overlaps with only 85% of the area of the SHELA

field, not every candidate galaxy has a VICS82 J and/or Ks flux measurement.

We included these catalog features in the contamination simulation by randomly

omitting dimmed J and Ks fluxes at the same rate as the fraction of missing J and

Ks fluxes in our galaxy sample for a givenKs bin. Since not all objects contaminate

at the same rate, we calculated a differential contaminate rate, Ri, in the i-th K −

[3.6] color bin as

Ri =
Ndimmed,selected,i

Ndimmed,i
, (3.8)

where Ndimmed,selected,i is the number of dimmed sources satisfying our galaxy se-

lection criteria in the i-th Ks − [3.6] color bin and Ndimmed,i is the total number of

dimmed sources in the i-th Ks − [3.6] color bin. The Ks − [3.6] color bins span the

range of Ks − [3.6] colors recovered (-2 < Ks − [3.6] < 1) with each bin having

width=0.1 mag. The contamination fraction, F , in our high-z galaxy sample was

defined as

F =

∑
i
Ri×Ntotal,i

(1−Ri)

Nz

, (3.9)

where Ri is the contamination rate defined by Equation 3.8, Ntotal,i is the total

number of sources in our full object catalog in the i-th Ks − [3.6] color bin with

0.5 < zphot < 1.5 and Nz is the number of high-z candidates in our final sample in

a given redshift bin.

In a preliminary analysis, we found a high contamination rate for sources with

bluer colors, so we explored the effects of introducing cuts based on Ks− [3.6] and
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χ2. We calculated F in the range 20 < Ks < 22 for combinations ofKs− [3.6] and χ2

thresholds and found contamination fractions of between 20-40% in Ks = 20 − 22

mag when excluding sources withK−[3.6] < −0.5 and χ2 < 50, which we adopted

for our galaxy selection criteria. While a contamination fraction of ∼30% appears

high, other works searching for z ∼ 4 galaxies in photometric data have been

shown to have contamination fractions near 100% on re-analysis with new data.

Dunlop et al. (2007) analyzed the CDFS/GOODS-South field catalog with an ex-

panded set of 11 bands of photometry and found 32 galaxies with z > 4 in their

initial sample, which excluded all 18 V -drop-out and I-drop-out galaxies listed

by Bremer et al. (2004) and Dickinson et al. (2004), now finding them to be fit at

z < 3. In addition, only one out of a sample of seven galaxies reported at z > 4 in

the GOODS-MUSIC field by Grazian et al. (2006) were recovered by Dunlop et al.

(2007). Furthermore, Dunlop et al. (2007) found that only two of the 32 sources

initially fit at z > 4 retained their high-z fit after using smaller apertures in bands

with non-detections measured in large apertures and allowing for galaxy models

to have extreme extinction. Our contamination simulations allow us to model and

estimate our contamination fraction, which appears to be lower than past stud-

ies of high-z galaxies. Furthermore, our simulations show the coincidental and

frankly surprising result that the contamination fraction is similar for both star-

forming and quiescent galaxy populations at z > 3, which means our quiescent

fraction calculation is independent of contamination.

3.7.3 Selecting Massive Quiescent Galaxies

It is common to separate quiescent galaxies from star-forming galaxies using a

selection box in the rest-frame U − V vs V − J diagram (UV J diagram; e.g., Labbé
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et al., 2005, Wuyts et al., 2007, Whitaker et al., 2011, Muzzin et al., 2013) given the

bi-modality of galaxies in color and SFR (e.g., Kauffmann et al., 2003) even at high-

redshift (e.g., Bell et al., 2004, Brammer et al., 2009). Another separation method

used is setting a threshold in sSFR derived from SED-fitting, which has been found

to correlate with UV J diagram classifications up to z = 2.5 (e.g., Williams et al.,

2010). We selected our sample of z = 3 − 5 massive galaxies as those with a mass

of log M/M� ≥ 11, which consists of 5,673 galaxies. To select quiescent galaxies

from within this sample, we adopted the sSFR threshold of 10−11 yr−1 defined by

Stefanon et al. (2013), following the work of Kriek et al. (2006), who spectroscopi-

cally observed 20 massive quiescent galaxies at z ∼ 2.3 and found all to have sSFR

< 10−11 yr−1.

In Figure 3.13, we plot the redshift distribution of our high-z galaxies sample.

The distribution for all galaxies (blue) is relatively flat with a spike around z=4.5.

The histogram of q-galaxies selected using a sSFR cut (orange) shows a surprising

trend of more galaxies at higher redshifts, falling off above z = 4.5. As the galaxy

stellar mass function is known to decline with increasing redshift at z > 3 (e.g.,

Muzzin et al., 2013, Song et al., 2016), this strongly implies our selection is more

complete at higher redshifts.

In Figure 3.14, we show the mass distribution (left panel) and the SFR distribu-

tions (right panel) for the full z = 3−5 sample (blue) with the sSFR cut-selected qui-

escent sample in orange. The full sample mass distribution peaks at log M/M� ∼

11.75 and then decrease to lower and higher masses, which is a 0.5 dex higher

than our empirical estimation of the mass completeness of the sample (90% Mlim

of log M/M� = 11.2±0.1) as discussed in Section 3.6. We find a sizable popula-

tion of galaxies with log M/M� > 12 up to log M/M� ∼ 12.5. These candidates
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Figure 3.13: Redshift distribution for all galaxies at z = 3− 5 (blue), sSFR-selected
quiescent galaxies (orange). We find the number of galaxies increase with redshift,
suggesting an incomplete selection function at z < 4 and/or contamination from
low-z interlopers at z > 4.

require closer inspection and potentially spectroscopic follow-up to confirm their

extraordinarily large masses.

In the right-hand panel of Figure 3.14, the star formation distribution for all

galaxies at z = 3−5 shows the bi-modality in star-formation intensity that has been

found in past studies (e.g., Kauffmann et al., 2003, Muzzin et al., 2013) As expected,

our quiescent population dominates the bins with the lowest star formation rates.

In Figure 3.15 and Figure 3.16, we show our z = 3 − 5 galaxy candidates in

two U − V vs V − J diagrams to inspect where they fall with respect to a relevant

UV J selection box. The left panel shows the quiescent sources and the right panel

shows the star-forming sources. The color of the symbols denote the log sSFR/yr−1

in Figure 3.15 and the extinction (AV ) in Figure 3.16. In each panel we include the

selection box from Muzzin et al. (2013) for reference.
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Figure 3.14: The stellar mass (left panels) and SFR distributions (right panels) of
all galaxies (blue) compared to sSFR-selected quiescent galaxies (orange) at z =
3 − 5. While the mass completeness is estimated empirically to be Mlim > 11.2
at all redshifts, the mass distribution decreases to lower masses suggesting the
completeness decreases as well. We find the largest known population of galaxies
with log M/M� > 12 and a nonzero amount of galaxies with log M/M� ∼ 12.5.
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Figure 3.15: UV J diagram from the quiescent sample at 3 ≤ z < 5 (left panel) and
the star-forming sample at 3 ≤ z < 5 (right panel). The symbol color encodes the
sSFR. A substantial portion of the quiescent galaxies selected via a sSFR threshold
fall outside of the selection box from Muzzin et al. (2013), suggesting a custom
selection box would be required for our sample. Even still, a fraction of galaxies
with log sSFR/yr−1 < -11 are found to fall in the parameter space dominated by
star-forming galaxies and would be missed by a custom UV J selection.
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Figure 3.16: UV J diagram from the quiescent sample at 3 ≤ z < 5 (left panel) and
the star-forming sample at 3 ≤ z < 5 (right panel). The symbol color encodes the
AV . Almost all quiescent galaxies are fit with small Av and the the star-forming
galaxies show a trend of increasing AV with V − J .
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In Figure 3.15 the quiescent galaxies form a locus that is offset from the diag-

onal part of the reference selection box down and left by about 0.5 and 1 mag,

respectively, with the majority of the quiescent galaxies falling outside of the UV J

selection box. A similar offset is seen in the star-forming galaxies. A fraction of

objects with log sSFR/yr−1 > −11 fall into the UV J selection box, so had we used

this UV J selection box to select quiescent galaxies we would have selected some

high star-forming galaxies, at least according to our fits.

3.7.4 Quiescent Fraction

In the left panel of Figure 3.17 we show the fraction of massive galaxies candi-

dates in our sample that are quiescent as a function of mass in two redshift bins

and compare to values from the literature. We include Poisson uncertainties and

estimate uncertainty in the measured number densities due to cosmic variance

following the technique used in Finkelstein et al. (2015). This method uses the

QUICKCV calculator by Moster et al. (2011), and assumes a bias of 8.5, recently

measured for massive z > 3 galaxies by Wang et al. (2019). Following this method,

we find a fractional uncertainty due to cosmic variance of 3%. This is low due to

our large volume, but as our Poisson uncertainties are also low, we add these two

quantities in quadrature for our total uncertainties. At z ∼ 3.5 we find the quies-

cent fraction increase with mass from ∼0 at the lowest masses (log M/M� ∼ 11)

to a fraction of 0.4 at the highest masses (log M/M� ∼ 12.5). At z ∼ 4.5, we find

a very similar trend of increasing quiescent fraction with mass from log M/M�

∼ 11 to 12.25, where the quiescent fraction levels off at 0.3. We see no significant

evolution in the quiescent fractions between z ∼ 4.5 and 3.5.
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Figure 3.17: Left: The quiescent fraction as a function of mass for two redshift bins
3 ≤ z < 4 (red) and 4 ≤ z < 5 (orange) with errors bars including contributions
from Poisson statistics and cosmic variance. We include the quiescent fraction mea-
surements for 3 ≤ z < 4 galaxies in the (1.6 deg2) UltraVISTA survey by Muzzin
et al. (2013). Our results are slightly lower but are consistent within the errors bars.
The large area (∼ 20 deg2) of our survey makes the error budget contribution by
cosmic variance less than a few percent, reducing our errors compared to previ-
ous work. Right: The quiescent fraction of massive as a function of redshift. We
overplot values from the literature (see legend).
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We compare the quiescent fraction as a function of mass for our sample to that

of Muzzin et al. (2013) who performed a relatively wide-field (1.6 deg2) search and

find generally consistent results at 3 ≤ z < 4. They find a quiescent fraction that

is roughly flat as a function of mass up to masses of log M/M� ∼ 11.75 with large

uncertainties, which include Poisson errors, cosmic variance uncertainties, and un-

certainty due to photometric scatter. Their sample size is 28 quiescent galaxies and

146 star forming galaxies with log M/M� > 10.94 at 3 ≤ z < 4, a factor of ∼10 less

than our 3 ≤ z < 4 sample. At masses of Log M/M� ≤ 11.75, the highest mass bin

of the work by Muzzin et al. (2013), our measurements of the quiescent fraction are

consistent within the error bars.

In the right panel of Figure 3.17 we show the quiescent fraction of massive

galaxies in our sample as a function of redshift compared to other studies at simi-

lar and lower redshifts. We find an average quiescent fraction of 10± 4% for mas-

sive galaxies at z = 3 − 5 including errors from Poisson uncertainties and cosmic

variance as described above. Again, we find no evolution in the quiescent fraction

from z ∼ 4.5 to z ∼ 3.5. We show the quiescent fraction of massive galaxies at

z ∼ 0.5 − 4 from Muzzin et al. (2013), and our z = 3.5 result is consistent with

their highest redshift sample. We also include the quiescent fractions measured

by Baldry et al. (2012) and Bell et al. (2003) at z = 0.604 and z = 0.1, respectively.

The quiescent fraction of massive galaxies in the universe decreased with respect

to redshift from a value of almost 1 at z = 0 to ∼0.1 at z = 5.

3.7.5 Degeneracy with Red Galaxies at Low z

One limitation of this analysis is the fact that red galaxies at low redshift can

have SEDs shapes that appear similar to our z = 3 − 5 galaxies with our filter set.
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The degeneracy of these objects in optical and IR photometry was investigated by

Dunlop et al. (2007) and motivated the inclusion of a red, dusty template in eazy-

py (Brammer et al., 2008). We show two example objects that are best fit at z > 3

and have a significant second peak in the zPDF at z ∼ 1 in Figures 3.18 and 3.19.

Both objects just pass our zphot selection as the area under their zPDFs between

z = 3− 5 is greater than 0.6.

In Figure 3.18 we show the photometry of catalog object 255812, the best fit-

ting galaxy template from eazy-py, and the double peaked zPDF. The best-fitting

solution is for a massive star-forming galaxy at z = 4.81 with a SFR = 1282 M�/yr

and AV = 0.44. The second peak in the zPDF is at z=1.12 and results in a massive

galaxy template with no star formation (SFR = 0.1M�/yr) and moderate extinc-

tion due to dust (AV =1.06). The non-detections in u′ and g′ are more consistent

with the high-z solution, but the flux limit in those data are also consistent with the

low-z solution, so deeper u′ and g′ imaging would break the degeneracy. Alterna-

tively, a detection at wavelength longer than 5 µm would likely rule out the low-z

solution. In Figure 3.19 we show the fitted photometry of catalog object 703229,

which is best-fit by a massive quiescent galaxy at zphot = 3.47. The secondary peak

in the zPDF peaks at z = 1.03 and corresponds to a massive quiescent galaxy with

a large extiction value (AV = 2.89). Again deeper optical data (in u′, g′, or even r′)

or observations at > 5 µm would help break the degeneracy.

If we make a more conservative selection and require all candidate galaxies to

an area under the zPDF between z = 3 − 5 be greater than 0.8 (0.9), our quies-

cent fraction decreases by 1% (2%), well within our estimated uncertainties of 4%.

Even with a more conservation zphot selection, we find a significant population of

massive quiescent galaxy candidates at z = 3− 5.
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Figure 3.18: Photometric redshift fit to photometry for a candidate galaxy (catalog
ID: 255812) photometry with a double peaked zPDF. The measured photometry
(black squares) is best fit at zphot = 4.81 with a massive star-forming galaxy tem-
plate (blue line with orange circles showing integrated filter fluxes). The redshift
probability distribution function (green) is shown in the inset and exhibits a sec-
ondary peak centered at zphot = 1.12. At this lower redshift peak, the best-fitting
template (red line with purple circles showing integrated filter fluxes) is for a mas-
sive quiescent galaxy with AV = 1.06. Deeper u′ or g′ photometry or observations
at >5 µm could be used to break the degeneracy.
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Figure 3.19: Same as Figure 3.18 for a second example object (catalog ID: 703229).

3.8 Discussion

Our discovery of a substantial population of massive quiescent galaxies at z =

3− 5 has significant implications on the formation and evolution of galaxies. Find-

ing massive quiescent galaxies at z = 5, when the universe was only 1.2 Gyr old,

implies that the universe can rapidly build galaxies 1-10x the mass of the Milky

Way and quench their star formation in a very short cosmological time. If the first

galaxies form around 0.3-0.4 Gyr after the Big Bang, this leaves less than 1 bil-

lion years for massive quiescent galaxies at z = 5 to grow. It is unclear whether

the mechanisms that are responsible for forming quiescent galaxies at z = 0 − 2

over many Gyrs in simulations can be responsible for forming their counterparts

at z > 5.

Existing simulations have formed massive quenched galaxies by z = 0−2 and a

number of mechanisms or formation paths are responsible. In the hydrodynamical
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cosmological simulation Illustris, Wellons et al. (2015) investigated the formation

of compact massive galaxies in a box of 106.5 Mpc3 co-moving. They found two

main formation paths for compact massive galaxies at z = 2: (1.) early formation

when the universe was denser and (2.) a central star burst from a major merger.

The first path consisted of formation early in the universe (Log M/M� ∼ 10 before

z ∼ 7) and smooth stellar mass growth at a rate less than the typical galaxy of

similar mass until z ∼ 4 when the stellar mass exceeded Log M/M� = 11 and the

feedback from the SMBH began to significantly decrease the SFR, quenching the

galaxy by about z ∼ 2.5. In the simulation, this path produced a massive galaxy at

z ∼ 4, however, the galaxy was not quenched (Log sSFR < −11 yr−1) until z ∼ 2.5

after 1 Gyr of SMBH feedback. The second path involved an intermediate mass

galaxy growing at a typical SFR for its mass from early times to z ∼ 2.5 when a

wet major merger caused the SFR to spike and the stellar mass to double to Log

M/M� > 11. The wet major merger also caused accretion onto and feedback from

the central SMBH decreasing the SFR, however, the decrease is again gradual over

time. Applying these paths to our observed sample of massive quiescent galaxies

at z = 5, the “early formation” path is able to produce massive galaxies early

enough, however, as in both paths, the quenching mechanism (SMBH feedback) is

too slow.

Incidentally, the successor of the Illustrus simulations, IllustrusTNG, imple-

mented faster and more efficient SMBH feedback at all masses and all times to

correct the weak the color distribution bimodality between red and blue galaxies

found in Illustrus (Nelson et al., 2018). Tacchella et al. (2019) explores the build-up

of spheroids and discs in IllustrusTNG and finds the most massive (Log M/M�

= 11.5) galaxies at z=0 grow more slowly in situ, not reaching Log M/M� > 11
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until z ∼ 1. In these galaxies, SMBH feedback becomes effective at ceasing the star

formation when the SMBH mass exceeds log (MBH/M�)∼ 8.2 around z ∼ 2, when

stellar mass growth becomes dominated by mergers. The faster and more efficient

SMBH feedback in IllustusTNG can quench massive galaxies quickly, however, the

implantation of this strong feedback at all times appears to slow the in situ growth

of galaxies and prevent massive galaxies from forming at early times.

Another mechanism that has quenched massive galaxies in simulations is mor-

phological quenching, or the settling of gas into a disk stable against fragmentation

(Martig et al., 2009). More specifically, morphological quenching is the suppression

of star-formation in a gas disk inside a spheroidal galaxy due in part to the tidal

forces of the stars in the spheroid over-powering the self gravity, and therefore the

fragmentation, of the gaseous disk. Morphological quenching can follow the build

up of stellar mass into a spheroidal shape due to many minor mergers and does not

require gas accretion to cease. While Martig et al. (2009) demonstrated this forma-

tion path with a massive galaxy growing relatively slowly at low redshift, (grow-

ing from Log M/M� = 10.5 at z = 2 to Log M/M� = 11 by z ∼ 0.8, spanning ∼4

Gyr), the higher density of the high-redshift universe could support a higher rate

of minor mergers. On the other hand, the simulated galaxy was free from merg-

ers for 1 Gyr before the sSFR decreases below the quenched threshold, roughly

equal to the time z = 5 galaxies have to grow and quench. For morphological

quenching to be responsible for quenching massive galaxies in the early universe,

it would have to work on much shorter time scales than has been demonstrated

at low redshifts in simulations. With the Hubble sequence not in place until later

times, high-res imaging could determine if our massive quiescent galaxies have

spheroidal morphologies and test predictions of morphological quenching.
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Environmental quenching processes such as starvation or strangulation could

be at play in the early universe. Starvation, or the exhaustion of in-falling gas reser-

voirs, could quench star formation if a galaxy resides in a low density region of the

universe. On the other hand, if a galaxy resides in a high density region of the

universe, the mechanism of strangulation, or the heating of the halo gas via merg-

ers and interactions, could prevent new cold gas from accreting onto the galaxy

and fueling star formation. Although, there’s evidence that cold gas can accrete

through hot gas via streams (Dekel et al., 2009). Strangulation may be more likely

than starvation at early times because the universe was more dense. These quench-

ing mechanisms could be observationally confirmed or ruled out with follow-up

spectroscopic surveys or deeper imaging. The density of galaxies around quiescent

galaxies would be lower (higher) than the density of galaxies around star forming

galaxies if starvation (strangulation) were the dominate cause of quenching.

3.9 Summary

In this paper, we have presented the Ks-band catalog of the NEWFIRM HET-

DEX Survey (NHS) within the SHELA field. The catalog has a moderate depth

(K ∼22.7 mag, 5-σ) and is unique for covering a wide ∼22 deg2 area. Joined with

the existing extensive multi-wavelength dataset in the SHELA field, the area cov-

ered and quality of the NHS data allows for the most statistically significant pop-

ulation of massive galaxies at high redshift assembled to date.

We derive photometric redshifts, stellar masses (log Mlim ∼ M/M� 11.2), and

rest-frame colors for star-forming and quiescent galaxies between z = 3 − 5 using

the SED-fitting code eazy-py. We select galaxies using a procedure utilizing the

zPDF and define quiescent with a sSFR threshold (log sSFR/yr−1 < -11). We locate
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our sSFR-threshold-based quiescent galaxy sample on the UV J diagram and find

our sample occupies a parameter sample not typically selected by past studies.

We find the largest known sample of massive quiescent galaxies at z = 3 − 5

from which we can infer there exists a population of massive galaxies at even

higher redshifts that have rapidly formed their stars and quenched in less than

∼1.5 Gyr since the Big Bang. We measure the fraction of massive (log M/M� >

11) galaxies that are quiescent (log sSFR/yr−1 < -11) between z = 3 − 5 as func-

tion of mass with greatly reduced uncertainty due to cosmic variance and Poisson

noise. The measured fraction for the entire z = 3− 5 range (10± 4%) is consistent

with existing measurements from the next largest survey. We consider quenching

mechanisms found in simulations of low-z massive galaxies (e.g., SMBH feedback,

morphological quenching), which are likely responsible for quenching star forma-

tion in our high-z sample if they can work on shorter timescales. To overcome

the impact of contamination from dusty low-z interloping galaxies, observations

from ALMA and deep IR imaging and spectroscopy from James Webb Space Tele-

scope (JWST) are needed to measure the mass of dust and search for the strong

4000 Åbreak in quiescent galaxies, respectively.
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Chapter 4

Outlook

The analysis of wide-field imaging in this dissertation assembled the largest

known samples of the UV-brightest z = 4 galaxies and the most massive quies-

cent and star-forming z = 3 − 5 galaxies and put observational constraints on the

bright-end of the UV luminosity function and massive galaxy quiescent fraction at

these high redshifts. Our dataset in the SHELA field, utilized deep imaging over

a large area, resulting in measurements with the smallest uncertainty due to cos-

mic variance and Poisson noise of any comparable study. We used state of the art

SED-fitting procedures and accounted for data incompleteness and contamination

when possible. However, to provide the highest quality benchmarks for galaxy

evolution models we need to reduce the photometric uncertainties and contami-

nation from AGN and low-z interloping galaxies, which contributed most to the

error budget in our measurements. A more rich dataset comprised of optical and

IR spectroscopy, space-based imaging, and radio observations are required in or-

der to investigate the photometric systematics. The powerful telescope facilities

that are in existence today and being built for tomorrow will contribute greatly to

this task.

The most powerful way to study the systematics of SED-fitting of massive

galaxies is by measuring key physical properties via rest-frame optical emission

and absorption features, which can be detected with existing and future telescopes.

Soon, the James Webb Space Telescope (JWST) will be capable of measuring these fea-

tures for individual galaxies with great ease. It’s near-IR spectroscope (NIRSpec)
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will probe nebular emission lines like Hα, Hβ, [O II], and [O III], and constrain

the position of the Balmer break. These observations will allow us to derive more

precise redshifts which systematically affect practically all derived galaxy proper-

ties. Despite JWST’s strengths, its narrow field of view limits the effectiveness at

providing measurements for the entire sample.

On the ground, existing telescopes like the Hobby Eberly Telescope (HET) and

8-m class telescopes, like Gemini, can play crucial roles in targeted follow-up of

high-redshift massive galaxies. Likewise, future extremely large telescopes, such

as the the Giant Magellan Telescope (GMT), will have an even easier time with

their large collecting areas. The HET low-resolution optical spectrograph (LRS2)

is capable of measuring broad nebular emission lines and/or highly ionized lines

(e.g., N V, He II, C IV, Ne V), indicating accretion onto supermassive black holes,

which can be used to rule out contamination from AGNs. On Gemini North tele-

scope, the Gemini Multi-Object Spectrograph (GMOS), with a 5.5′x 5.5′field of

view, can make a similar measurement for dozens of bright candidates in a few

pointings. In the near future, the GMT Multi-object Astronomical and Cosmolog-

ical Spectrograph (GMACS) will provide optical observations over a wide field of

view (∼17′x 17′) in a fraction of the time with its light collecting area equal to a 22

m-diameter mirror.

Radio facilities like Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA)

are capable of breaking the photometric degeneracy between high-redshift dusty

star-forming solutions and old stellar population solutions with ease. Rest-frame

far-IR (1.1 mm) observations to rms=80 Jy with ALMA can robustly rule out the

star-forming solutions in minutes per source. With this we can place stringent

upper limits on the star-formation activity in high-redshift massive galaxies, ruling
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out all dusty star-forming solutions, and placing strong constraints on models of

massive galaxy quenching in the early universe.
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